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ABSTRACT

Bismuth Telluride and its solid solutions are currently front running thermoelectric materials
because of their high figure of merit. When processed via mechanical alloying to obtain
nanocrystalline structures, their efficiency is increased dramatically, due to enhanced phonon
scattering at grain boundaries. However, the excess free energy of these interfaces renders
them inherently susceptible to grain growth, therefore there is a need for materials with
enhanced thermal stability. Despite this, little is known about the relevant processing science
of these materials with respect to mechanical alloying and powder consolidation. This
shortcoming is addressed here via systematic study of the processing-structure relationships
that govern these processing operations. Firstly, during mechanical alloying, the primary
mechanism of mixing between elemental constituents is revealed, as well as the limitations to
subsequent grain refinement. The resultant behaviour is unique in the literature on
mechanical alloying, due to the unusual thermal and thermodynamic properties of the
compound and its elements, rendering deformation-induced heating effects especially
prevalent. Next, during sintering operations of the powders, the kinetics of grain growth and
porosity evolution were studied. By quantifying these processes, a thermal budget map for
the nanocrystalline compound is constructed, to allow predictive powder and guidance of
both processing and device operation at elevated temperatures. Finally, based on the
improved understanding in processing science and thermal stability of these materials, a new
class of thermally stable composites is engineered, with improved thermal stability, and
hence enhanced thermoelectric properties.

Thesis Supervisor: Christopher A. Schuh

Title: Department Head, Danae and Vasilis Salapatas Professor of Metallurgy
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Bulk nanostructured thermoelectrics

Thermoelectric materials are able to convert heat into electricity and vice versa. The thermoelectric

effect can be exploited in a thermoelectric generator (TEG), which consist of alternate n- and p-type

semiconductor thermoelements connected electrically in series [schematised in Fig.1(a)]. These

devices can generate electrical power when subjected to a temperature gradient. Conversely when

operated in reverse by passing electric current through the thermoelements, the device operates as a

refrigerator - also known as a Peltier cooler [Fig.l(b)]. These devices offer reliable, simple, and quiet

device alternatives to conventional technologies for cooling and electricity-generation, owing to their

lack of moving parts. These advantages have meant they are widely used in space applications,

remote service monitoring and temperature measurement [I]. In addition, due to their environmentally

benign operation, there has been a great interest to use these materials for waste heat recovery, air

conditioning, and solar-thermal energy conversion. However, these applications have been held back

due to the relatively inefficient nature of available thermoelectric materials; despite much research in

this field, bulk materials performance has advanced little since the 1960s.

Thermoelectric performance can be characterised by a dimensionless figure of merit, ZT, which limits

the maximum efficiency of a device:

ZT = S2 T-/K [1.1]

where S, T, a, and K are the seebeck coefficient, temperature, electrical conductivity, thermal

conductivity respectively. Despite the use of thermoelectric materials in engineering applications for

several decades, the maximum ZT of existing bulk scale materials remains at around 1. Therefore

existing thermoelectric are limited to an efficiency of about 1/6 the maximum possible Carnot

efficiency, which is a factor of 4 or 5 lower than conventional power generation technologies [2].

(a) thermoelectric generator (b) Peltier cooler

TH Tc Tc T

HEAT input HEAT absorbed HEAT rejected

ElecticalElectrical
power power
output input

Fig. 1.1 Operating principle of thermoelectric generation and Peltier cooling (adapted
from 131).
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Improvements in ZT are made difficult by the inter-relation of transport properties. Due to the

coupling of heat and charge flow, increases in cy are usually accompanied by increases in K, which

usually cancels out any overall benefit in Eq. (1.1). The challenge of materials design is therefore to

prevent excessive phonon transport, thus reducing K, without simultaneously disrupting electron

transport, thus lowering a. This idea has been termed in the thermoelectric community: "phonon-glass

electron-crystal". One strategy that can address this tension is grain refinement. Grain boundaries are

effective phonon scattering sties, but as long as the grain size remains above the electron mean free

path, they will not affect a [4]. A secondary advantage is that grain boundaries are well known to

strengthen a material [5], whilst simultaneously offering increased toughness.

Performance enhancement via interfacial control can be achieved in a number of ways, such as:

control of crystallographic texture, lamellar structures, embedded nanoinclusions, or interfacial

nanocoatings [6]. Severe grain size reduction has attracted much interest due to large demonstrated

performance improvements in a number of systems - such as Si-Ge [7] Co-Sb [8], and Bi-Te [9]. Fig.

1.2 shows a recent study of a nanocrystalline Bi2Te3 alloy [9], displaying marked improvement in ZT

[Fig. 1.2(a)] when compared to a coarse-grained ingot of the same chemistry. The material contained

a mixture of nanocrystalline [Fig. 1.2(c)] and macrocrystalline grains [Fig. 1.2(b)].

1.6

1.4 (a) nanocrystalline
sU

1.2

1.0
2 0.8 -

0.6 bulk ingot n0.61

IL

0.2

0.0 1 I
0 50 100 150 200 250

Temperature (*C)

Fig. 1.2 (a) Enhanced ZT for a Bi 2Te3 alloy after mechanical milling. The grain
structure showed a mixture of large grains (b) and nanoscale grains (c) (adapted from

191).

The use of bulk nanostructured materials presents many processing science challenges. The main

obstacle is thermodynamic instability, due to the large driving force for grain growth at fine length

scales. This unavoidable coarsening of the microstructure is experienced during consolidation of nc-

powders when sintered into bulk pieces. In addition, these materials are exposed to relatively high in-

service temperatures - lasting up to tens of years - and hence these extreme temperatures can cause
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further degradation of the microstructure and properties. Greater control over the microstructure in

bulk nanostructured thermoelectric materials is therefore critical to creating advanced materials with

higher ZT. Such control is reliant on basic understanding of microstructural evolution, as well as

engineering strategies to improve thermal stability. Despite this, little is currently understood about

the processing-structure relationships during mechanical alloying in these materials, how they evolve

at elevated temperatures, and methods available to prevent grain growth. In the following section we

review the current understanding in the material system of interest - Bi 2Te3 - as well as the general

literature trends in nanocrystalline materials. Based on the major gaps in knowledge identified, we

formulate some opportunities for research.

1.2 Bismuth Telluride

Bi 2Te 3 and its solid solutions are state of art thermoelectric materials at low temperatures. Materials

with the highest experimentally determined ZT values are shown in Fig. 1.3(a), where Bi2Te 3 alloys

exhibit the highest ZT in the range 0-250'C. Bi 2Te 3 is a congruently melting line compound, with a

narrow composition range. The maximum on the liquidus is slightly rich in Bi, meaning that as the

compound solidifies from the melt, it will deviate from its nominal stoichiometry to be slightly Te

deficient [10]. To accommodate this imbalance, BiTC antisite defects form, which act as electron

acceptors. Density functional theory calculations have shown that these antisites are energetically

favored over Te vacancies [11]. Consequently, these materials normally have p-type conduction,

whilst doping with Te can lower the carrier concentration.

4.0 (a) (b)

(Bl-Sb)2Te2
3.0 Oye AOTP

Bi
STe(2

BI(T.-S.)a / 6
2.0 n-type

4N-PbTe C Te
3N-PbTe ZT=1 1

:0 Te(2
1.0- B1SIGe(n-type) 6

SiGe(p-type) Te)

0
0 200 400 600 800

Temperature (VC)

Fig. 1.3 (a) Bi 2Te3 and its solid solution exhibit the highest ZT at low temperatures
(adapted from 131). (b) Crystal structure of Bi 2Te3 , with repeating pattern of basal

plane atoms labeled.
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The compound is thermodynamically unstable at high temperatures. Above 700 K, the compound

decomposes into a vapour phase, due to the relatively high vapour pressure of Te [12]. The structure

has a point group R-3m and a rhombohedral unit cell containing 5 atoms [13]. However, it can be

more conveniently visualized using a hexagonal cell with 3 repeating quintets of basal plane atoms

[see Fig 1.3(b)]:

-Te") -Bi-Te (1- Bi -Te(' -

Layers of covalently bonded atoms are stacked according to this pattern, with relatively weak bonding

of Van-der-Waals character between Te(1 ) layers [14]. Hence Bi2 Te3 has highly anisotropic properties

[15] and will cleave easily perpendicularly to the c-axis.

The ZT of Bi2 Te3 can be improved by alloying with isomorphous compounds, due to the enhanced

point-defect scattering of phonons. State of the art materials are often alloyed with Bismuth Selenide

(Bi2 Se 3) or Antimony Telluride (Sb 2Te3). P-type materials are optimized around (Sb 2Te3 )75 (Bi2 Te 3)25,

and n-type around (BiTe3 )95 (BiSe3 )5 [16]. For the remainder of the thesis we focus on the binary

compound Bi2 Te 3.

1.3 Nanomaterials via severe plastic deformation

Bulk nanocrystalline materials generally require non-equilibrium processing. As such, energetic

processes such as melt spinning, sputtering, and vacuum arc plasma evaporation are often employed

[17]. Severe plastic deformation in the form of mechanical alloying (MA) however offers a low cost

alternative, as demonstrated by industrial scale manufacture of advanced Ni, Fe, and Al-based

materials via mechanical alloying [18].

MA is a powder route process, where material is subjected to repeated cold welding and fracture

during collisions between milling tools. At each collision event, since the trapped material is small

compared to the tool size, large plastic strains on the order of several hundred percent can be

delivered within a collision time of about 10 pis [19], corresponding to extremely high strain rates

(~104-105 s-1). The combination of high-deformation rates and low processing temperature permits

highly non-equilibrium structures: solid solutions far beyond equilibrium solid solubility limits, grain

sizes on the order of 10 nm, and amorphous structures are among the examples. The processing of

intermetallic alloys by mechanical alloying and milling has been studied intensively since the

development of ODS Ni-based alloys about 50 years ago by Benjamin et al [20]. Around the same

time, thermoelectric alloys were being fabricated via ball milling route [21]. However, there is still

much unknown about how these materials behave under mechanical alloying and milling. In the

following section we describe progress in the field in terms of (i) mechanical alloying of constituent

elements to form the compound, and (ii) grain refinement of the single phase.

13



1.3.1 Mechanical alloying from elements

Mechanical alloying from elemental constituents is of interest because it uses minimal processing

steps. By comparison, pre-fabrication of ingots via melting techniques and subsequent mechanical

milling requires increased processing time and energy, and is hence more costly. Despite widespread

application of mechanical alloying to fabricate nanocrystalline alloys from their elemental

constituents, much remains unknown about the mechanisms of chemical mixing. Bi 2Te3 lies in a

relatively unstudied region of the mechanical alloying literature, in that it has a low melting point, a

strongly negative heat of formation, and low thermal conductivity. Hence some unusual behaviour

could be expected due to thermal effects, although a mechanistic study in this material system has not

been performed. This is not the case for conventional metal-metal couples, where mixing is believed

to be governed by athermal processes, such as ballistic transport [22,23]. As such, local thermal

effects are believed to play only a minor role [24,25]. In highly exothermic systems, thermal effects

can play a role such as Self-propagating High-Temperature Synthesis (SHS) [26]. A discussion of the

various types of mechanical alloying behaviour is therefore needed.

Mechanical alloying of miscible elements can be classified according to the kinetics of chemical

conversion. In the mechanical alloying literature, three distinct kinetic behaviors can be identified.

The type of alloying behaviour a particular materials system will display depends mainly on the

properties of the parent phases, but also the processing conditions. For example, Fig. 1.4(a) displays a

representative collision showing the dominant characteristics of a collision. The impacted material

experiences a complex thermo-mechanical treatment during a collision, which is still poorly

understood. However a few salient processes seem to dominate - namely intense cold welding and

fracturing of particles, highly localized plastic deformation within the particles via shear bands,

correspondingly large localized temperature rises, and well as frictional surface forces between

powder and milling tools.

The properties of the powder are vital in determining the kinetics of a phase transformation.

Thermodynamics of mixing, mechanical properties, and thermal properties can all be influential.

Nevertheless, grouping all behaviors into three characteristic kinetic curves is shown in Fig. 1.4(b-d).

We discuss each case only briefly here, indicating the material properties that generally account for

such behavior in each case.

Sigmoidal (diffusive) transformation

This type pf transformation is typical of metal-metal couples, characterised by a slow and gradual

onset of chemical mixing. This mechanism can be described according to three stages: (i) initial

formation of a layered composite structure; (ii) refinement of the composite length scale, along with

accumulation of deformation-related defects; (ii) gradual intermixing, which is accelerated by

increasing density heterophase interfaces and other microstructural defects. These systems are usually

14



dominated by mechanically aided interdiffusion of elements, and the therefore rate of conversion is

chiefly dependent on the size of chemical domains. Hence conversion cannot occur until significant

refinement of the microstructure is achieved. In these systems, thermal effects are believed not to play

a large role. Examples of this type of system are Ag-Cu and Co-Cu {see Fig. 1.4(b) [27]}.

(a) 0

(b)

MACROSCALE MICROSCALE
strain rates (105) shear bands (0.1-100 pm)

impact velocity (5 m/s) Temp. rise (100-1000 K)
trapped volume (0.1 pL) surface friction forces

1.0
0(C) Exponential 0

0.8 0

S0.6
0 00.22

S3 6 9121l5 is
00

0

0.8

S0.6

0.4
0 2

(d)
100

0

o0

60

C' 40

20

3 6 9 12 15 18
Number of collisions , n (105)

u.0

Sigmoidal

o I =0 w37W '

* 1," "

00 T10O .4x 10 2IxO7

Number of collisions jn

10.0 20.0
Time (h)

30.0

Fig. 1.4(a) Mechanical alloying involves a number of complex processes, operating on
different length scales (adapted from 1281). The specifics of the process and can result

in different trends for phase conversion: (b) sigmoidal kinetics, as in Ag-Cu [271, or (c)
exponential kinetics, as in Co allotropic phase transformation 1291, or (d) a self-

propagating reaction, as in metal-chalcogens 1261.

Exponential (mechanochemical) transformation

This type of transformation is characterised by formation of the product phase mechanochemically

and instantaneously at the collision zone. Hence chemical conversion occurs right from the first

collision, and the rate decreases monotonically as product is formed and thus no longer contributes.

This is different from a sigmoidal transformation, where the rate of transformation is slow at the

beginning, and increases, as the microstructure is refined. Examples of this type of system include the

amorphization of intermetallic compounds [30], as well as allotropic phase transformations in pure

elements - such as Co HCP-FCC {see Fig. 1.4(c) [29]}.
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Self-propagating reactions

These transformations are characterised by strongly reactive components that react exothermically

during a collision event, subsequently propagating further reaction outside the collision zone. The

kinetics of transformation are characterized by a preliminary period of milling, during which the

microstructure is refined but little product is formed, followed by an ignition stage where the heat of

compound formation drives a self-propagating reaction that consumes the entire powder charge [26].

Metal-metal couples with strongly negative heat of formation [31], some metal-metalloid couples

[32], as well as metal-chalcogen couples {see Fig. 1.4(d) [33]}, can exhibit this type of behavior.

The unusually low melting point and thermal conductivity of Bi compared to other metal-

chalcogenide systems that have been studied [33] suggests it could display unique alloying behavior.

Despite the large number of reports on the synthesis of Bi 2Te3 via mechanical alloying, none have

furnished quantitative or mechanistic understanding. Most studies focus primarily on the

measurement of thermoelectric properties of the resultant product [34-40]. The kinetics of structural

change during MA in planetary [35] and attrition [36] mills has been studied by X-ray diffraction for

the binary Bi2Te3 system. Reported alloying times vary from 20 minutes to 8 hours depending on

milling conditions. Solid solutions of Bi 2Te3 and Sb 2Te 3 have also been synthesized [35-37], where

the kinetics of alloying are observed to be slower, sometimes requiring up to 60 hours for full

homogenization. While these results provide some initial empirical guidelines for the MA production

of nanostructured bismuth telluride (n-Bi 2Te3) compounds, the results are not broadly consistent; this

may be because the mechanism of alloying and structural refinement remains unexplored, and without

a mechanistic understanding it is difficult to unify the various experimental data points from different

studies. A systematic and quantitative study of the phase transformation process is therefore needed.

Such a study can facilitate process optimization of thermoelectric materials based on Bi 2Te 3, but more

widely inform the field of mechanical alloying in general.

1.3.2 Grain size refinement

Control of grain size and related defects is critical to enhancing thermoelectric performance. Although

during the consolidation phase, much grain growth occurs, many deformation-induced defects are still

retained, and hence knowledge of processing-structure relationships is important. Despite this,

detailed studies of nanostructure formation during milling of tellurides are relatively rare, not usually

quantitative, and often not readily comparable with one another [34][9]. The general understanding of

deformation-induced defects in Bi 2Te3 is advancing [41], and may help to understand the conditions

that prevail during mechanical milling. Some examples include studies of the atomistic structure of

symmetric boundaries [42], the role of deformation-induced point defects in determining the carrier

concentration [43], the effect of different levels of deformation on resulting thermoelectric properties
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[44], and the energetics of the possible vacancy and antisite defects [11]. What is missing, however, is

a quantitative understanding of how these defects evolve during mechanical milling.

The structural evolution of metals and intermetallics in general during mechanical milling has been

reviewed by many authors [18,45-48], and Bi2Te 3 might be nominally expected to follow literature

trends. For example, grain size tends to decrease monotonically with milling time towards a steady-

state grain size (d,) [49,50] after prolonged milling, as shown in Fig. 1.5(a). A phenomenological

model of grain refinement has been proposed by to occur via three stages: (i) the formation of shear

bands or regions of localized high dislocation density, which is supported by TEM evidence on the

AlRu system [Fig. 1.5(b)]; (ii) the rearrangement of dislocations within these regions to form

subgrains or low-angle grain boundaries; (iii) rotation of subgrain boundaries via further deformation

to form high angle grain boundaries. The steady state grain size reached is characteristic of the

material [51,52]. This minimum is usually accompanied by saturation in stored enthalpy. Reduction in

grain size is - in most but not all cases [50]- concomitant with a monotonic increase in lattice strain

[53]. In addition, high point defect concentrations form through non-equilibrium vacancies [54] and

antisites [55] in the case of ordered materials. Cumulatively, these defects contribute to a stored

enthalpy that can approach 30-40% of the enthalpy of fusion [50]. The microstructural steady state is

controlled by the processing parameters, the most influential of which are vial temperature, media

velocity, and media size. Lowering milling temperature is a known technique for lowering d, [56-65]

by favoring hardening over defect recovery [51] , as is increasing the milling intensity - either by

increasing media velocity or media size [57,65-69].

(a)
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Fig. 1.5(a) In Al-Ru the steady state grain size is reached after several hours of milling
1501. (b) Highly deformed regions of shear banding are observed after 10 minutes of

milling.

However, none of the above studies are specific to thermoelectric compounds, or to tellurides in

particular, so there remains a need for systematic study in order to understand and control interfaces
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and mechanically induced defects in nc-Bi2Te3 based materials. Some single data point studies exist

in the literature, but these have been inconsistent. Bi 2Te3 was reported to be milled to a grain size of

10 nm in a planetary mill [40] and 16 nm by different authors under undisclosed conditions [39]. For

the ternary alloy (Sb 2 Te3) 7 5 (Bi 2Te3)2 5, the reports from the same laboratory indicate an average grain

size of 10 nm from compound ingot [9] and 20 nm from elemental powders [34]. Poor agreement

indicates high variability in the structure with process conditions. A detailed study of the processing-

structure relationships would be an excellent starting point for establishing best practices for the

processing of nanocrystalline Bi 2Te 3.

1.4 Nanocrystalline Thermal stability

Regardless of the production method, single-phase nanocrystalline materials experience unavoidable

grain growth during consolidation. Coarsening of the microstructure will reduce the effectiveness of

boundary scattering; therefore a quantitative understanding of grain growth in these materials is

crucial. In addition to detrimental grain growth, nanoscale phase separation [70], and solid state

porosity evolution [71] are known to occur in nanocrystalline telluride compounds. Induced porosities

of up to 30% have been recorded in some telluride materials [72]. These processes are generally

mitigated during the processing of nanocrystalline thermoelectric materials by the hot-press method

[73,74]. This technique combines very rapid heating profiles with compressive stress in order to

mitigate detrimental structural evolution; however degradation can still occur during the service life

of devices, which must withstand elevated temperatures lasting many years. In the following we

section we review the general understanding of the deleterious phenomena of grain growth and

foaming, and as a result suggest opportunities for research.

1.4.1 Grain Growth

A firm understanding of the grain growth process is needed in order to design materials resistant to

grain growth [75]. As these enhanced materials emerge, grain growth studies can also provide

benchmark data for comparison - providing quantitative evidence of stability improvements. Such

microstructural understanding can also offer predictive power when designing consolidation strategies

that minimise grain growth, such as spark plasma sintering [73], and shock wave consolidation [76].

Once consolidated for thermoelectric generator use, nc-Bi2Te 3 will be subjected to extreme thermal

excursions lasting many years, and therefore the ability to predict microstructural evolution is needed

to provide engineering limitations for these devices.

Although growth of coarse-grained materials is reasonably understood [77], in nc-materials new

phenomena have been suggested to emerge [78]. As such, thermal stability in nc materials has been
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the subject of a number of more recent review articles [75,79,80]. Perhaps the most obvious

characteristic of nc-materials is their high specific boundary area, which enhances the driving force

for grain growth. Fig. 1.6(a) shows the dramatic increase in grain boundary atoms - corresponding to

an increase in free energy - as the grain size approaches nanocrystalline (<100 nm) dimensions. This

marked departure from equilibrium can lead to depression in the grain growth onset temperatures -
below 0.3 T, in the case of Fe, Cu, Pd [81] and Ni [82], and even below room temperature for low

melting point materials such as Sn, Pb, Al and Mg [81]. Fig 1.6(b) shows the degree of grain growth

that has been determined experimentally for some nanocrystalline metals and compounds, with initial

grain size typically 10-30 nm. As shown, significant grain growth is exhibited below 0.4 T,, - the

typical homologous temperature for grain growth in coarse-grained materials.
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(b) -0-Cr

0.8 - crystalline 1000 -IN- CoC ~-- Ni0 -- -C- Fe
t 0.6 - -- Al-Ru

(U --*-fe3Si
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( 0.4 CJ) 100 -3- Al-Ni-Fe
-- Ni3A

0 0.2-
> grain boudary 0
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Fig. 1.6 A high driving force for grain growth exists in nanocrystalline materials, due to
the large volume fraction of grain boundary atoms (a). As such, grain growth occurs at

very low homologous temperatures, as shown in (b) for a number of metals and
intermetallic compounds (Data taken from [82-891).

Despite the increased susceptibility to grain growth, recrystallization in nc-materials is supressed due

by the large fraction of stored enthalpy in the grain boundaries. In addition, the rate limiting process

of grain growth can change due to abnormally high defect concentrations; such as vacancy

supersaturation [90], triple junction drag [91,92], or dislocation drag [93,94]. As a result, the

activation energy for grain growth in the ne regime often deviates from that for grain boundary

diffusion [82,86,89,95,96], which is the typical rate limiting process for coarse grained-materials [77].

Mechanical milling, a popular method of attaining nanocrystalline grain sizes, introduces further

complications. Issues include milling media contamination, porosity, artificially narrow grain-size

distributions [78]. Plastic deformation also introduces and highly non-equilibrium grain boundaries,

and excess free volume [97]. Relaxation of these high energy boundaries typically occurs prior to

grain growth [98-100], sometimes releasing a significant fraction of the total stored enthalpy - e.g. as

much as 50% in the case of inert gas condensed Pt [100]. In ordered compounds such as Bi 2Te3, the

picture becomes further convoluted still. Whereas the majority of defect enthalpy is stored in the grain
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boundaries for unordered materials, in compounds, anti-site defects can store a comparable

contribution. This results in typically greater cumulative stored enthalpy, which is reflected by lower

recrystallization temperatures for ordered compounds than disordered ones [101]. Despite generally

higher driving forces in these materials, grain growth kinetics are typically hindered due to ordering

constraints [102], therefore typically higher onset temperatures for significant coarsening are observed

for nc-intermetallics, approaching 0.5 Tm [86,88].

The complex interplay of phenomena highlighted above is expected to be relevant to the specific case

of grain growth in nc-Bi 2Te3 thermoelectric compounds, which speaks to the need for a systematic

investigation.

1.4.2 Solid state foaming

As well as being susceptible to grain growth, nanostructured metal-chalcogenides tend to undergo

phase separation and spontaneous foaming, after severe plastic deformation. If these processes are

controlled precisely - to form a fine array of nanopores and nanoprecitates - in some cases a benefit

in ZT is possible [103]. However in most cases significant porosity is deleterious to both

thermoelectric [74] and mechanical [104] properties and therefore must be predicted and/or mitigated

via detailed understanding of porosity evolution.

Pores are reported to evolve during powder processing of metal-chalcogenide compounds via hot

pressing [105,106], or cold press and sinter route [107,108]. Alternatively, pores can evolve after the

processing stage during subsequent annealing treatments, for example in flash-evaporated of thin

films [109], or hot-pressed compounds [71,72]. What is common in all these preparation methods is a

high-degree of microstructural disorder, which induces porosity at elevated temperatures. Porosity

will therefore likely be a problem in all compounds synthesised via non-equilibrium methods.

Full density can be achieved by applying high pressures during the consolidation stage [74]. However

hot-pressing may not always eliminate the problem; pores can still evolve within these materials when

employed in a TEG, due to the relatively high temperatures experienced at the hot-side of the

thermoelements, and their long service lifetimes. This can incur unwanted shape change, thus

inducing mechanical stresses or even cracking. Additionally, calculation in some materials indicate

that porosity will degrade thermoelectric properties from the lowering of electrical conductivity

preferentially over the thermal conductivity [110]. Finally, decomposition of the intermetallic leads to

precipitation of secondary phases, which will affect thermoelectric performance as compared to a

single-phase Bi 2Te3 structure. Device efficiency therefore, will likely decrease with increasing

porosity.
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Reports of thermally-induced porosity in telluride-based thermoelectric materials have been presented

in both p-type (Bi-Sb) 2Te 3 [107,109], and n-type Bi2 (Te-Se)3 [108], however still no systematic study

of foaming has been performed, and the nature of its formation remains unknown. In order to predict

porosity evolution, and mitigate its effects, a detailed study of the foaming process is needed.

1.5 Strategies for improved nanocrystalline thermal stability

As discussed in section 1.3, grain growth presents intrinsic difficulties in processing bulk

nanostructures via the powder-processing route, but also in retaining a fine grain size during the

lifetime of a thermoelectric device, which must endure extreme operating temperatures. To mitigate

grain growth - and thus maximise thermoelectric performance - there exists a need to engineer

materials with a stable nanocrystalline grain size. Retardation of grain growth can be achieved by two

basic means: (i) reducing the driving force (thermodynamic), in which the grain boundary energy is

lowered by chemical additions; or (ii) reducing the boundary mobility (kinetic), where obstacles to

boundary motion are engineered into the structure.

Thermodynamic grain growth inhibition is usually achieved by adding a strongly segregating solute

atom. As a general rule, the tendency for segregation increases as the matrix solubility decreases

[I 11], but more rigorous models for the segregation enthalpy consider 3 main contributions [112]: the

surface energy driving force, the regular solution constant (interatomic interactions), and the elastic

energy (size misfit) contribution. The latter always contributes to segregation; however the sign of

the two chemical terms can vary. Weissmuller [113] was the first to suggest that a meta-stable

nanocrystalline grain size could be obtained, an idea that has been modelled analytically by others

[114]. More general analytical models have been developed to predict nanocrystalline stabilization

tendency given the thermodynamics of the system in question are known [115]. However

experimental reports of grain boundary stabilization for nc-intermetallic compounds are rare. In Fe 3Si,

a substitution of 10% Fe atoms with Mn was found to retard grain growth kinetics [116].

Selection of a fortuitously stabilizing solute species in thermoelectric compounds based on Bi2 Te3 is

difficult for 3 reasons: (i) according to the Gibbs adsorption equation [113], nc-materials require high

concentrations of solute for stabilization, due to the large amount of grain boundary area; (ii) impurity

atoms become charged in the host lattice, in a way not always predictable [117], hence favourable

grain size stabilizers will not always impart advantageous transport properties; (iii) while generalized

models for the prediction of grain boundary stabilizers are improving for binary alloys [118], in

ternary alloys become complicated; hence alloy development will be largely empirical and thus

prohibitively time intensive.

Alternatively, kinetic boundary stabilization can be achieved by various paths, such as porosity

additions, solute drag, or second phase drag [75]. Solute drag is ruled out from the above discussion,
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and as discussed in section 1.3.2 porosity is deleterious to thermoelectric properties, therefore second

phase drag is probably the most favourable strategy. The added advantage of second phase particles is

that they are well known to provide enhanced creep strength [119]. To provide maximum stability, a

second phase particle must be highly thermally stable; therefore inclusions tend to be made of an

oxide phase. Fig. 1.7(a) shows some experimental grain size reports in the range 10-500 nm for some

metallic materials with oxide nanoinclusions. The Zener limit [120] is shown, alongside the

alternative Gladman model [121] for comparison, showing good fit. For example, Fig. 1.7(b) shows

the microstructure of a TiAl intermetallic with Y20 3 nanoinclusions pinning the grain boundaries,

thus retaining a fine grain structure up to 1423 K [122].
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Fig. 1.7 Second phase particles can mitigate grain growth into nanoscale regime
according to Zener theory, as shown for in part (a), where grain size decreases with

increasing volume fraction:particle size ratio (data from 1122-1271). Part (b) shows a
dispersion of Y2 0 3 particles in a TiAl matrix 11221.

In order to stabilize a fine grain size, the correct inclusion size, shape, volume fraction and chemistry

must be selected. Inclusion engineering must therefore be guided by a quantitative understanding of

microstructural evolution in thermoelectric materials. Although this strategy has been highly

profitable in making fine grained Ni, Fe and Al alloys, it has not yet been explored adequately in

thermoelectric alloys. The thermoelectric properties of alloys with second phase additions such as the

compound FeSi 2 [128] have been studied, however no detailed study of microstructural evolution

during heat treatment has been reported in a Bi 2Te3 alloy or indeed any thermoelectric compound.
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1.6 Thesis outline:

The particular deficiencies in understanding outlined above suggest some opportunities for research in

nanocrystalline thermoelectric compounds. Clearly a more thorough investigation of microstructural

evolution during powder processing operations is needed. An improved understanding of these

operations is crucial in guiding processing strategies and the limits to service life, as well as the

design of materials with enhanced properties. The fundamental approach of thesis is therefore to

tackle this deficiency in three areas: (i) to study the underlying mechanisms and structure property

relations governing the mechanical alloying of nanocrystalline tellurides from elemental species; (ii)

to study the high temperature consolidation and thermal budget of these materials; and (iii) with the

knowledge gained propose strategies for the design of new materials with enhanced thermal stability.

The material Bi2Te3 is selected as the state of the art compound for low temperature thermoelectric

devices. The remainder of the work is split into five chapters:

* In chapter 2, the mechanism of mechanically alloying elemental Bi and Te is explored, which

results in abnormally fast alloying behaviour compared to other material systems. The

reaction mechanism is explored in detail, revealing a novel mechanical alloying reaction not

previously reported in the literature.

" Next, the subsequent grain refinement of the intermetallic is studied in chapter 3. An

anomalous trend between milling energy and the steady state grain size is explored, which is

analysed via increased heat retention at the impact sites, thus favouring annealing and

recovery rather that refinement and defect accumulation.

" The grain growth behavior of nanocrystalline Bi2 Te 3 is presented in chapter 4, revealing two

distinct regimes of grain growth; a low temperature region dominated by grain boundary

relaxation, and a high temperature region governed by long-range diffusion.

" The solid state foaming reaction in the Bi-Te system is explored in chapter 5. The mechanism

of foaming is shown to be driven by decomposition of the compound, which is accelerated by

the high diffusivity of the nanocrystalline state.

" Finally in chapter 6, a class of nanocomposite materials with an inert second phase are

developed. These materials exhibit stabilized nanocrystalline state to near melting point, with

added stability against solid-state foaming. Finally, transport measurements on these

composite materials show that the thermoelectric properties of materials employing this

strategy can be enhanced.
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Chapter 2: Mechanical alloying occurs by a Particle-wise

combustion'

2.1 Introduction

In chapter 1, we reviewed the literature on mechanical alloying of intermetallics, revealing a gap in

the understanding for the Bi 2Te3. In contrast to many studies on most metal-chalcogenides systems -

which mix according to a mechanically induced self-propagating reaction - reports on Bi 2Te3 tend to

indicate a gradual, but rapid, alloying. This anomaly is supported by the fact that Bi lies in a relatively

unstudied region of the mechanical alloying literature, in that it has a low melting point, and very low

thermal conductivity. A better understanding of the mechanism of chemical conversion would be

helpful to unify the understanding of literature reports in the system, but also provide guidelines for

the production of these compounds.

It is the goal of this chapter to reveal the primary structure evolution mechanism during the MA of

binary Bi 2Te3. We firstly investigate the kinetics of structural evolution via measurements of the

chemical conversion in the global powder charge. Secondly, a technique is developed for measuring

both the extent and morphology of chemical conversion on the scale of individual impact collision.

We show that during high energy milling of elemental powders, the formation of n-BiTe3 occurs by a

process of particle-wise self-propagating reaction, which is ignited in the presence of liquid Bi.

Finally, based on an analysis of the temperature rise at an individual collision, we investigate in what

other material systems the presence of molten phase is predicted during mechanical alloying

operations.

2.2 Experimental methods

Mechanical alloying

High-energy ball milling experiments were performed beginning with Bi and Te powders of 99.5%

purity (from Alpha Aesar, see Appendix A for chemical analysis) and maximum particle diameters of

45 and 75 microns, respectively, weighed according to the stoichiometry Bi 2Te3. In all experiments

the mass of the media was kept to about 50 g and the mass of powders to about 10 g. Mechanical

milling was performed with chrome steel balls in a flat-ended hardened steel vial, which was loaded

into a SPEX 8000 shaker mill operating inside a high-purity argon atmosphere in a glove box.

The contents of this chapter have been published previously in reference [129]
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To compare milling experiments conducted at different times and frequencies, we employ the

"specific milling dose", which is a measure of the mechanical energy input to the powder [130,131]:

Dm(j/g) = NEt/mp [2.1]

where N, t, and m, are the milling frequency, the milling time, and the mass of powder respectively.

The term E represents the impact energy of a collision, and in general is dependent on the milling vial

geometry, dynamics of the milling balls, thermomechanical properties of the materials involved and

hence is not known a priori [131]. However for a given experimental configuration the impact energy

can be empirically measured [30]. We performed such a measurement using the calorimetric method

[130] under different milling frequencies, the details of which are given in Appendix B. The essential

result of this analysis is that E is linearly related to N 2 over the range of experimental conditions used.

This allows a more functional form for the specific milling dose in terms of experimentally varied

parameters, N and t:

Dm(J/g) = DON 3 t [2.2]

where Do is a constant, and was found to be 50 ± 2 ji-s2-g' under the conditions of this study.

Powder characterisation

Samples of powder were characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD), using a PANalytical X'Pert

powder with a Cu Ku radiation source operated at 45 kV and 40 mA. All patterns were collected at a

scan rate of 2" min' over a scan range of 10-80 degrees 20. The patterns were analysed using the

Rietveld method, employing a Pseudo Voigt profile function [132], under the assumption of isotropic

size and strain. The Bi, Te, and Bi9 Te3 crystal structures were modelled using literature values for

atomic positions [133]. During the Rietveld procedure, pure elemental powder diffraction patterns

were first independently refined for in order to obtain the relevant scale factors and lattice parameters.

Following this, the mechanically alloyed powders were refined for, allowing the volume fractions of

each phase to be determined.

Scanning electron microscopy on as-milled powders was performed using a JEOL 5910 scanning

electron microscope (SEM) in backscattered electron mode. Specimens were prepared via cross

sectioning and also via direct observation. Powder cross sections were prepared by mounting in

epoxy, and grinding with SiC paper 1200-4000 followed by polishing with colloidal silica suspension

(0.05im). For direct impact observation, the milling vial was loaded directly into the SEM without

any prior surface preparation. Differential scanning calorimetry was performed on powders using a

Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 1. Samples were heated to 5000 C at 50 per minute under flowing argon.
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2.3 Global reaction kinetics

Fig. 2.1 shows a series of XRD patterns depicting the structural evolution during the first 30 minutes

of milling. The reaction kinetics are rapid, as shown by the disappearance of elemental diffraction

peaks after only 15 minutes, or a specific milling dose of around 2kJ/g as estimated from measured

ball-vial dynamics in the SPEX mill (see Eq. 2.2). The peaks remaining after this time are all indexed

as belonging to Bi 2Te 3.
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Fig. 2.1 X-ray diffraction patterns of powders taken at different milling intervals. After
15 minutes, all of the elemental diffraction peaks have disappeared, indicating

completion of the structural transformation.

For a more quantitative picture, Fig. 2.2 shows a supporting quantitative phase analysis via the

Rietveld method, along with stereological measurements on powder cross-sections using SEM. The

inset of Fig. 2.2 displays some example micrographs, where Te appears dark, Bi light, and their

compound phase grey. Quantitative energy dispersive spectroscopy was used to verify the three phase

compositions as 0.98-Te, 0.97-Bi, and intermetallic Bi 2Te 3.

The phase evolution during MA is plotted based upon both XRD and SEM results in Fig 2.2, showing

good agreement between the two methods. The results confirm that the reaction occurs gradually, but

very rapidly; after only 15 minutes, the powders are single phase Bi 2Te3. The small mechanical

energy input required for transformation suggests that a purely diffusive or refinement-based

transformation is unlikely, since such transformations in other alloy systems under similar MA

conditions require an order of magnitude more mechanical energy [134]. On the other hand, a single

mechanically induced self-propagating reaction [26] to form the intermetallic throughout the whole

powder sample, as observed for PbTe [135] and many other metal-chalcogens [33], is also ruled out
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by these data, since in this type of process, most of the transformation occurs instantaneously [136],

after an initial period of a few seconds [137] to several hours [138] of milling.
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Fig. 2.2 Reacted phase fraction as a function of milling time, calculated using Rietveld
phase analysis (XRD) and quantitative metallography (SEM). Agreement between the

two methods is good. Inset: SEM back-scattered electron micrographs of powder cross-
sections show Bi as white, Te as black, and reacted phase as grey. A fully reacted

particle is encircled in one of the micrographs, taken from a powder batch after 30 s of
milling.

The powder microstructures during MA give clues to the nature of the structural transformation (Fig.

2.2 inset). After 30 seconds, as expected, we observe mostly an agglomeration of elemental powder

particles. However, we also observe large regions, typically 10-100 pim in diameter, which are

completely alloyed into the intermetallic compound; an example is circled in the figure. The 6 ± 2 %

Bi2Te 3 measured by SEM in Fig 2.2 is thus not a local reaction product, e.g., formed only at interfaces

between Bi and Te, but has fully developed in large, individual powder particles. Note that

mechanical intermixing to form such a large region of intermetallic would require refinement of the

entire structure to the nanoscale, while the characteristic structural scale is actually much larger at -13

pm. What is more, at later times the gradual reaction proceeds by accumulating additional large

reacted particles, always of the same size or larger than the characteristic structural scale.

The evidence above suggests that combustion reactions have occurred at the scale of individual

particles, reacting them fully to form intermetallic Bi2 Te3. Such a particle-by-particle combustion

reaction has been suggested to occur during formation of NiAl [31] and MoSi 2 [139], both of which

have highly negative heats of mixing. Likewise, exothermic reaction is expected for the present

system, which has a negative heat of compound formation of 8 to 16 kJ/mol-at [140,141]; the key to

having it occur over only a limited volume is that the heat released is modest relative to that required

to inspire further mixing beyond the collision zone.
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We performed differential scanning calorimetry measurements (Fig. 2.3) on batches of powders that

had been milled for 30 seconds (i.e. microscopically homogenous but only partially reacted) and 15

minutes (fully reacted). Since the intermetallic has a high melting point, the 15 minute-milled sample

was thermally stable over the temperature range. However the 30 second-milled sample shows a sharp

exothermic peak at 271.5 C immediately following melting of Bi at 267 "C. This peak can be

attributed to a reaction between liquid Bi and solid Te at the Bi-Te interfaces, to produce a solid alloy

phase. This observation highlights the reactive nature of the system and indicates that a sudden

(explosive) reaction will occur during milling if the melting point of Bi is reached. However,

integration of the peak area beneath the melting and compound-formation peaks reveals a net heat

release of 2.2 kJ/mol-at, which is far smaller than the 8-16kJ/mol-at for the full reaction. Using the

known heat of fusion of Bi as 11.3 kJ/mol-at, this heat release corresponds to a partial reaction in

which between 54% (using a value of 8 kJ/mol-at) and 33% (using 16 kJ/mol-at) of the elements are

converted into the compound. This experiment therefore also suggests that while some exothermic

reaction can occur in these initially partially reacted powders, the heat release is insufficient to

propagate it throughout the sample volume.
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Fig. 2.3 DSC curves for Bi and Te powders that are initially partially reacted (30 s) and
fully reacted (15 min). The 30 s sample reacts explosively after melting of Bi,

consuming 40% of the powder charge.

To verify the expected reaction heat release during MA further, we performed an MA calorimetry

experiment, with a differential aspect in order to permit quantitative differential MA calorimetry. A J-

type thermocouple was attached to the milling vial, which was inserted into a low thermal-

conductivity jacket made of granulated cork to ensure quasi-adiabatic conditions within. First, a 20

minute MA run was performed to ensure complete alloying (cf. Fig. 2.4, labelled MA). Second,
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without unloading the mill, the system was allowed to cool to the same (ambient) starting temperature

used in the first run, and a repeat run of 20 minute duration was made (labelled baseline). Again

without unloading, a final third run was completed under exactly the same conditions (labelled

repeat). Note that for the second and third runs, the powder in the vial was already completely

alloyed.

Fig. 2.4 shows the heat signatures from these runs, both of which increase monotonically. The

dominant contribution to this monotonic trend is the dissipation of kinetic energy from ball collisions.

However, there is a secondary contribution from the heat released upon reaction to form Bi2 Te3, and

this is revealed by the differential heat signature (labelled "MA-baseline"), which is also positive,

starts immediately after the milling commences, and is complete after 15 minutes. The differential

temperature rise is 1.7± 0.2 C, equating to an enthalpy of formation of 12 kJ/mol-at. This value is

centred within the range of formation enthalpy values for the Bi+Te -> Bi2Te 3 reaction measured

experimentally by conventional calorimetry (i.e., 8 to 16 kJ/mol-at [140,141]). The reproducibility of

this result is good; by performing a third run of the reacted powder and calculating the differential

with respect to the second (labelled "repeat-baseline") we find a maximum of ± 0.2* C attributable to

error over a 15 minute milling period. Heat loss measurements show approximately adiabatic

conditions, since over 15 minutes the total heat input is 22 kJ and total loss is 2 kJ, i.e. less than 10%.

The MA calorimetry experiment thus verifies that the reaction heat is released gradually over the

expected duration of 15 minutes, and there are no large spikes of heat release as is seen when the

reaction propagates throughout the entire powder [26,31,136-138].
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Fig. 2.4 In-situ thermocouple measurements of the milling vial during mechanical
alloying (MA) and subsequent milling runs with already-reacted powders (repeat and
baseline). A differential signature (MA-baseline) reveals the irreversible heat release
from compound formation during MA, whilst there is negligible difference between

subsequent runs (repeat-baseline), indicating good reproducibility.
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Combining our MA calorimetry experiment with the result from our differential scanning calorimetry

work, we infer that during MA, local melting of Bi must occasionally occur [142], triggering a

reaction that is limited to local regions. Support for this can be provided by considering the adiabatic

milling temperature, Tad, which is the temperature that would be reached if the elemental constituents

were to alloy under adiabatic conditions. Considering an upper bound value for the Bi 2Te3 formation

enthalpy of 16 kJ/mol-at [141], Tad must be equal to the melting point of the compound (858 K); only

about 12 kJ/mol-at is required to heat the compound to the melting point, and the remaining heat is

only about a sixth of the heat of fusion. This value is well below the threshold temperature for self-

propagating high temperature reaction at 1800 K [143], which supports the notion that a local ignition

would not release enough heat to cause a widespread reaction throughout the powder. However, if

there were a small local temperature rise between milling tools for a given instantaneous impact event

(which does indeed occur, and has been estimated to be on the order of 400K [144]) it seems quite

plausible that a local self-sustaining reaction could be triggered within an individual particle.

2.4 Individual impacts: critically deformed regions

With the above understanding of the global kinetics of mixing, we now investigate the reaction in

more detail on the scale of individual impacts. This was achieved by developing an impact test that

allowed isolation of a single collision. The impact test was performed inside the SPEX mill to allow

direct comparison of chemical conversion on the scale of the total vial with that of individual impacts.

Individual powder compacts that had undergone a single collision were analysed after cold welding

event to the vial surface. Extensive cold-welding was encouraged by sandblasting the vial prior to

each experiment. In addition, a single milling ball of 8 g mass was employed, to prevent ball-ball

collisions and thus allow estimation of the impact energy. The mill was operated for approximately 8

seconds, which yielded about 100 collisions at each end of the vial. Fig. 2.5(a) shows the geometry of

a representative collision. The resultant cold-welded compact typically had a diameter on the order of

1 mm, and a thickness of 0.1 mm.

(a) representative collision (b) compact geometry
r-500 pm

h-100 pm

Fig. 2.5 Schematic of the collision impact test, displaying (a) the geometry of a
representative collision, along with (b) the resultant cold-welded compact.
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Examination of the compact surface was performed via SEM in backscattered imaging mode. As in

Fig. 2.2 the intermetallics region appear grey, Bi white, and Te black. Fig. 2.6(a) shows a

representative compact, revealing the salient nature of the mechanochemical transformation. Despite

receiving a single collision from the milling tools, the powder particles are shown to have reacted on a

considerable scale, forming approximately 25% of intermetallic phase. The reaction morphology

displays a repeatable pattern, where alloyed regions are localized within streaks originating at the

center of the compact and radiating outwards. These critically deformed regions (CDRs) are shown in

more detail in Fig. 2.6(b) and (c), which shows an SEM image taken at higher magnification of a

single CDR. Part (b) shows the center of the compact, revealing the origin of the CDR. Much like a

river is composed of many tributaries, the CDR originates at smaller regions which themselves

originate at gaps in Te particles. Part (c) shows the emergence of a CDR region at the edge of the

compact, which results in an ejection of liquid Bi away from the compact. The presence of liquid

phase is given conclusively by spherical droplets on the surface of the ejected region.

Fig. 2.6 SEM images of a typical impact showing (a) the highly reacted nature of a
single collision, along with radial morphology of critically deformed regions, (b) the

CDR origin at the compact center, showing tributary formation of intermetallic and (c)
the CDR ending at the compact edge, showing ejected liquid Bi.

Based on these observations we propose that molten Bi phase is first formed at the compact center

once a critical amount of deformation is reached. The localisation of reacted product can be explained

on the basis of adiabatic shear; i.e. if the rate of strength loss due to heating exceeds the gain in

strength due to defect production, run away localized deformation will occur, which eventually leads

to melting. Such a phenomenon has been observed during deformation of bulk metallic glasses -
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where high strain rate deformation conditions can lead to melting of Sn coatings [145]. Once molten

Bi is formed, dissolution of Te particles in the molten Bi can occur rapidly, leading to the formation

of the compound phase.

To estimate the degree of chemical conversion based on a single impact, a quantitative stereological

analysis was performed of a total of 23 cold-welded compacts. For each compact, the area fraction

was determined stereologically using the point counting method, via a regular IOx10 array of points.

From the total number of intersections, a measure of the compact area was made. Fig. 2.7 shows a

cumulative distribution of both the volume fraction of intermetallic phase present, and radius of the

compacts. The average compact radius was 0.68 mm, and the average volume fraction of intermetallic

was 0.14.
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Fig. 2.7 Cumulative distributions for the impact radius and the volume fraction of
intermetallic.

Using the average compact radius and fraction of converted, the average mass of intermetallic that

will be converted during a single high-energy milling collision can be estimated. For a milling ball of

8 g this quantity is given by:

mconverted = fvi7r 2 hp = 0.16 mg [2.1]

wheref,, is the volume fraction of intermetallic (taken to be 0.14), r is the compact radius (taken to be

0.68 mm), h is the compact height (taken to be 0.1 mm [28]), and p is the density of the compact

(taken to be 7.86 g/cc). The estimated mass converted of 0.16 mg is thus about 10-5 times the overall

mass of the powder charge, which was 10 g.
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To compare this value for of converted mass based on a single collision to global milling kinetics

measured in section 2.2, we employ the concept of a normalized rate constant, k, [30] which describes

the fraction of the powder charge that will be converted during a single collision. For a continuously

decelerating kinetic trend, such as we observe here, the conversion degree can be given by [146]:

a = 1 - exp(-kn) [2.2]

where n is the number of collisions. Fig. 2.8 shows a plot of the number of collisions, n, vs ln(1-a) -

as calculated using the XRD-determined conversion degree data from Fig. 2.2. The data has been

fitted with Eq. 2.2, with a line of best fit of gradient 3.1x10-6.

0

c

-1

-2

-3
0 0.25 0.5

n (x1O 6)
0.75 1

Fig. 2.8 The chemical conversion of Bi 2Te3 as a function of number of collisions, n. The
slope of the line of best fit reveals the apparent rate constant, k for the reaction.

According to the impact energy evaluation performed in section 2.1, for two mechanochemical

experiments with different ball mass, m, the rate constants will be related according to:

k, _ k2  [2.3]
m1  M 2

where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the parameters corresponding to each milling experiment.

Converting the kinetic constant observed in section 2.2 to the expected conditions used in the compact

experiments of this section therefore yields:

mconverted = m2k 2 = myk 1 = 10 x 3.1 x 10-6 x (8.3) = 0.13 mg [2.4]

The estimate of 0.13 mg is within reasonable experimental error of our estimate of 0.16 mg based on

the impact observations given that were quantified in Fig. 2.7. The strong agreement indicates that the

chemical conversion mechanism in the presence of liquid Bi that was observed in Fig. 2.6 is the
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primary chemical conversion mechanism that operates during high-energy milling of Bi and Te

powders.

2.5 Mechanical alloying induced by liquid phases

We have shown that a particle-wise combustion reaction occurs between Bi and Te powders in the

presence of molten Bi. The mechanochemical conversion was quantified at the global scale (Fig. 2.8)

as well as on the scale of an individual impact (Fig. 2.7). Since this is the first known report of such a

reaction, here we compare quantitatively the chemical conversion kinetics with other well-studied

mechanochemical processes. A number of other systems [personal communication, F. Delogu] are

plotted alongside the results of this study in Fig. 2.9. The rate of mechanochemical transformation is

unusually rapid; the energy dose for 50% transformation is about 1.5 kJ/g for Bi2Te 3 but between 10

and 100 kJ/g for the formation of alloys such as intermetallics undergoing amorphization, and the

formation solid solutions. The fastest alloying reaction in Fig. 2.9 besides Bi 2Te 3 is for an Ag9Bi

alloy, which could feasibly be accelerated by the presence of molten Bi. Interestingly, the Bi 2Te3

reaction is even more rapid than the allotropic phase transformation between HCP and FCC Co,

which requires no long-range chemical diffusion.

1 0 AM0>V 0 NC Ni40-T160

0 Ni4O-Zr6O
0 Ni4O-Nb6O

0.8 A Ni4o-Ho6o Amorphize
V Cu40-rt6O Intermetallic
tS Cu40-Zr4O 0

A Cu4O-Hf60 V N
< Fe4O-T6O >

0.6 1 Ag5O-Cu5O FrNo Co5o-Cu5o Form

Converted 0 COW50-F Solid * 0
A AJ50-Fe5O Solutions

fraction V Ag9OBj1O
0.4 * B4OTe6O V>

> Co(HCP)-Co(FCC) N

0
0.2 A

0.1 1 10 100
Energy dose (kJ/g)

Fig. 2.9 The chemical conversion of Bi 2Te3 is unusually rapid, as shown in a plot of
converted fraction vs Energy dose for a number of other mechanochemical processes

[personal communication, F. Delogul.

The abnormally rapid chemical conversion kinetics displayed in the present study, make it of interest

to predict what other materials will melt under high energy milling. To achieve this, we consider the

impact temperature at a collision site, Timp = Tmmil + AT, where A T is the temperature rise. Many

authors have modelled the impact temperature rise [28,147,148], and we adopt the form proposed by
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Schwarz and Koch [148] who assumed that the maximum temperature rise at an impacted particle can
be represented by the problem of a semi-infinite volume with a constant energy flux at its surface:

AT = PbVr2(4Rvs/wKppcP)1/2  
[2.5]

where Pb and v, are material parameters of the ball - density and speed of sound respectively; and K,
pp and c, are the materials parameters of the milled powder - thermal conductivity, density and
specific heat capacity respectively. Introducing into Eq. [2.5] the definition of thermal effusivity,

e = (Kppc)12 , and the by replacing the temperature rise with: AT = TmilL - Tm, and rearranging
leads to the following expression:

0 = e(T - Tm) [2.6]

where we have defined a new constant that contains parameters specific to the milling conditions,

( = pbvr2 (4Rv,/7r) 1/2 . From the criterion of Eq. [2.6], it can be inferred that if e(T-Tm) is below a

critical value of q set by the milling parameters, then melting will occur during the collision process.

Inspection of y shows that by increasing the milling media radius, impact velocity, or media Young's

Modulus, will tend to increase (p and thus enhance the tendency of melting. Fig. 2.10 shows a plot of

thermal effusivity vs T-T. for a range of metals and semimetals where data was available [149].
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Fig. 2.10 The tendency of an element to melt under high energy milling is represented
by the critical parameter, q,, which is the product of thermal effusivity and T-Tm. If p
is greater than approximately i05 melting will definitely not occur, while if it less than

V05 melting is likely.
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The plot shows a broad variation in q values for different materials; almost 3 orders of magnitude

exist between the most volatile elements, K, Sn, Bi, Se, Te and the most refractory elements such as

W, Nb, Mo etc. Superimposed on the plot is a line for the conditions used in this study, P = 106.

Elements lying well to the left of this line, with O < 105 , are expected to exhibit melting during high

energy milling, however for the elements to the right, melting will unlikely be observed. For elements

near the line, with p ~ 106, melting is possible, but will heavily depend on the particular processing

conditions. In agreement with this study, Bi lies well to the left of the shaded region, however some

other volatile elements - such as Sn, Se and Pb - which are common thermoelectric materials, also lie

within a zone where it is feasible that melting could occur.

2.6 Conclusions

The mechanical alloying behaviour of Bi and Te powders has been studied in detail, elucidating a

novel mechanochemical reaction involving a particle wise combustion in the presence of molten Bi.

We have shown that a particle-wise combustion reaction occurs between Bi and Te powders in the

presence of molten Bi. The mechanochemical conversion was quantified at the global scale as well as

on the scale of an individual impact. Both techniques indicate that the alloying process occurs with a

chemical conversion rate constant that is 1-2 orders of magnitude faster than other mechanochemical

processes.

By estimating the temperature rise at an individual collision, the presence of a molten Bi phase can be

explained on the basis of the unique thermal and thermodynamic properties of Bi; specifically its low

melting point and low thermal effusivity. By extending this analysis to other metallic and semi-

metallic elements, some other more volatile elements are predicted to display molten phases under

mechanical attrition.

While some experimental reports have suggested the likelihood of melting, to our knowledge this is

the first report of a particle-wise combustion reaction that is ignited in the presence of a molten phase.

Understanding this mechanism is useful from the point of view of process design and control for the

synthesis of nanostructured thermoelectric compounds, which in general have modest negative heats

of mixing and can be produced by MA. The explicit documentation of particle-wise explosive

reaction also presents an intriguing direction for the better understanding of MA studies in general,

where it is far more common to observe either diffusive reaction or a single explosive reaction that

propagates through an entire specimen.
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Chapter 3: Grain refinement: anomalous energy trends2

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 1, we showed that understanding the grain refinement characteristics is interesting for two

reasons. Firstly achieving a fine grain size is of interest in engineering terms because the finest grain

size endows better thermoelectric properties, as well as enhanced strength and toughness. Secondly

the unique thermophysical properties of the compound suggest that the grain refinement behaviour

may be different to conventional systems, which offers a unique opportunity to study the physics of

grain refinement. In chapter 2, we showed that the Bi2Te3 system exhibits unusual alloying

characteristics during the initial stages of milling, where the 2Bi + 3Te -- Bi2Te3 reaction occurs

explosively, but only on the particle scale. In this chapter, we limit our scope to the deformation

induced structural evolution that occurs after the intermetallic is formed. In particular, the evolution

of the intermetallic grain structure to a dynamical steady state is our focus, including the effect of

processing parameters on this steady state. On the basis of these observations we argue that what

governs the steady-state structure is largely the impact temperature at an individual collision site. Bi-

2Te3 is found to have uniquely sensitive processing-structure relations, which can be explained by the

combination of low melting point and low thermal effusivity of the compound, the latter of which -

besides making for a good thermoelectric material - prevents dissipation of the heat of plastic

deformation, thus enhancing thermal recovery of mechanically induced defects.

3.2 Experimental methods

Mechanical milling

High-energy ball milling experiments were performed according to the experimental procedures used

in chapter 2. However in order to investigate the effect of impact energy, milling experiments were

performed at a range of oscillation frequencies, by retrofitting the SPEX mill with a 3-phase motor

and a variable frequency drive. The frequency was calibrated independently using a light stroboscope.

In some experiments where the milling had to be performed outside the glove box, the vial was

initially sealed inside the box and subsequently transferred outside.

In order to monitor the milling temperature, a K-type thermocouple was attached to the exterior of the

vial wall and the time-temperature profile was logged on a computer. The milling temperature was

also actively varied to achieve three general temperature conditions:

2 The contents of this chapter have been published previously in reference [150]
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i) "T1 ,", below room temperature and generally about -90 0 C. To cool below room

temperature (T,,,) the exterior of the vial was intermittently flushed with liquid nitrogen

between 10 minute milling intervals.

ii) "Ted", between room temperature and normal operating temperature and generally

between 25 and 80 C. To vary Tned, cooling was applied to the vial surface using a

multi-speed fan.

iii) "Thiigh", a higher than normal operating temperature, up to 170 C. Thig, was achieved by

insulating the vial in a jacket to allow heat to accumulate.

The previous chapter showed that complete reaction between Bi and Te to form Bi 2Te 3 occurs very

swiftly during milling, within about 15-30 minutes, and this remains true for all of the conditions

studied in this work. Accordingly, our focus in what follows is for time scales greater than 30

minutes, during which no reaction is occurring, but structural evolution of the intermetallic is taking

place.

Powder characterization

Samples of powder were characterized by x-ray diffraction using the same method as chapter 2.

However, the Rietveld analysis method was slightly different as all samples were single phase Bi 2 Te3.

Here the instrumental broadening was corrected for using a NIST LaB6 sample. During the Rietveld

procedure, the unit cell constants, order dependent broadening (U) and order independent broadening

(W) terms were all refined, allowing the volume-averaged grain size, d, microstrain, c, and hexagonal

lattice parameters, c and a to be determined.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on as-milled powders was performed using a JEOL 2010

high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) operated at an accelerating voltage of

200 kV in bright field imaging mode. TEM specimens were prepared by mixing Bi 2 Te3 powders with

a fine Cu powder (to prevent deformation in the Bi2 Te3), followed by cold pressing into a foil. Ion

milling was performed on a Fischione Model 1010 instrument with liquid N2 cooling to less than 200

K to prevent sample damage [42]. For measurement of grain size, each identified grain was manually

traced and measured.

3.3 Results

Fig. 3.1 shows a typical XRD scan of the as-milled powder, showing the difference between the

experimental and Rietveld calculated intensities. The small deviation between the two intensities - as

indicated by the difference plot in the lower panel - indicates a good quality of fit.
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Fig. 3.1 Representative XRD scan on a logarithmic scale, with Rietveld simulation and
fitted background overlaid. The difference plot in the lower section - plotted on a

linear scale - indicates a good fit.

Fig. 3.2 shows the evolution in grain size of the intermetallic, along with the converted volume

fraction of Bi 2Te 3 phase, during a typical milling run. Again we note that the first 15 minutes or so of

milling cause the rapid reaction of Bi and Te to form the intermetallic Bi 2 Te3. Subsequent

deformation results in a monotonic reduction in the grain size towards a steady state after prolonged

milling.
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Fig. 3.2 The volume fraction of compound Bi 2Te3 (rhombuses) reaches near complete
formation after 15-30 minutes of milling, after which the grain size (circles) decreases

towards a steady state after about 4 hours.
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Fig. 3.3 reveals that the steady-state grain size, ch, increases measurably with milling temperature.

Fig. 3.3(a) shows the evolution of grain size, d, as a function of milling time for three different milling

temperatures, each with an average media radius of 3.5 mm and a milling frequency of 35.3 Hz. A

secondary x-axis of specific milling dose is provided to allow comparison to other milling conditions.

Fig. 3.3 also reveals that d, is reached at a milling time of about 4 hours, or a specific dose of 32 kJ/g,

at each temperature. Fig. 3.3(b) shows bright field TEM images of the samples that have been milled

to the steady state, confirming the increase in grain size with milling temperature. Fig. 3.3(c) shows

the corresponding steady-state grain size distributions measured from at least 300 grains, which is in

each case well-fitted with a log-normal distribution as shown by the solid lines. The volume-averaged

spherical-equivalent grain diameter agrees well with the XRD data to within about +2 nm, which is

hence used to assign error bars on all reported XRD grain size values.
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Fig. 3.3 Evolution in XRD grain size as a function of milling time at 183, 313, and 353 K
is shown in part (a), while representative TEM micrographs at 4 hours of milling are
shown in part (b). Grain size distributions of these samples, as shown in part (c), are

log-normal as expected. Volume-weighted average grain sizes on each histogram are in
good agreement with XRD.

The final structures achieved after milling, and the corresponding values of ds, are characteristic of a

dynamical steady state governed by the milling parameters. This is shown by comparing the

structural evolution from two batches with different starting grain sizes in Fig. 3.4. The first sample
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was milled at a high vial temperature to achieve relatively large grain size (42 nm), and the second at

a lower vial temperature to a finer grain size (24 nm). For each sample, a subsequent milling

treatment was conducted at an intermediate vial temperature between the two extremes. Fig. 3.4

shows the evolution in structural parameters d and c, along with the lattice parameters c and a for

these two samples; under identical milling conditions, both samples converge on the same

microstructural state after approximately 1 hour. The initially larger grain size (42 nm) saw a further

reduction in d, accompanied by an increase in E, an increase in a and a decrease in c. The initially

smaller grain size (24 nm) experienced grain growth during milling to a new steady-state grain size

characteristic of the intermediate conditions used; the lattice parameters and microstructure also

showed the opposite evolution from the coarser (d = 42 nm) sample, and also converged to the same

steady-state values upon subsequent milling. Error is introduced into the values for c, a and c due

partial relaxation of the structure during room temperature aging. An upper bound for this was

determined by aging a series of samples for 24 months, from which the average relaxation in

structural parameters observed (which are grain size dependent) is used to assign error bars to all

subsequently reported values.
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Fig. 3.4 The final grain size is a true dynamical steady state. Starting from two
different starting initial grain sizes, 24 nm (closed symbols) and 42 nm (open symbols),

both samples converge on the same structural state when milled under identical
conditions.

The effect of milling frequency on structural evolution is shown in Fig. 3.5, for three different

frequencies: 20, 35.3 and 47.3 Hz. Fig. 5(a) shows that d,, is reached after progressively longer

milling times as the frequency decreases. In addition, the value of d, increases with increasing milling

frequency. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the same data re-plotted against the specific energy dose, D,,,, which is

calculated using Eq. (2). The D scaling reveals that the steady state is reached at the same DM

irrespective of N.
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Fig. 3.5 Grain size evolution during milling as a function of (a) milling time, and (b)
specific milling dose, Din, for different milling frequencies, N. The steady state is
reached at shorter times under higher N, but at the same D, of about 32 kJ/g.

The effects of all milling parameters - vial temperature, Ti,,a, milling frequency, N, and media radius,
R - on the steady-state structure are shown more quantitatively in Fig. 3.6. Each data point is taken
after milling to a specific energy dose of 32 kJ/g, which is equivalent to 4 hours in the un-modified
SPEX mill with a frequency of 35.3 Hz, and for simplicity we report just three main structural
variables: d,,, E,,, and (c/a),,. Fig. 3.6(a) shows the effect of T,,iai in the range 41 to 170 'C. Fig. 3.6(b)
shows the effect of N in the range 13.3 to 38.7 Hz. Finally, Fig. 3.6(c) shows the effect of R in the
range 2 and 4 mm. For each varied parameter, the other three are kept constant, except in the case of
Fig. 3.6(b) where there was a small unavoidable variation in Tviai as a result of increased N. This
variation was kept to a minimum by employing fan cooling, and the reported range of temperatures in
Fig. 3.6(b) covers the full range experienced by the vial during the experiment. We note that three
different values of charge ratios were investigated (1.25, 2.5 and 5), by varying the media mass,
however no measurable change in the resulting steady-state structure was observed. The essential
point of Fig. 3.6 is that increasing milling intensity - by either increasing N or R - tends to mimic the
effect of increasing Tviai, by increasing d, and (c/a),,, while reducing E,,.
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Fig. 3.6 The steady-state microstructural disorder decreases with increasing milling
temperature and impact energy. The top panel shows the dependence of the steady-

state grain size, d,, on a) vial temperature, T,,ial (b), milling frequency, N, and (c) media
radius, R. The lower panel shows the corresponding change in microstrain, e,,, and c/a

lattice parameter ratio, (c/a),s.

To illustrate how structural variables are linked, Fig. 3.7 shows c and the deviation in lattice

parameters from the literature values [133] - Ac/co and ia/ao - as a function of d. Every sample

analysed in this study is shown. Clearly e, Ac and Aa all show an inverse relationship with d, however

the sign of the change in c and a are opposite; the unit cell expands in the a-direction but contracts in

the c-direction as the grain size decreases. Again, some scatter is introduced in the data due to

samples being analysed at varying times after milling, and also minor changes in stoichiometry from

batch-to-batch.
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Fig. 3.7 Microstrain (upper panel) and deviation in lattice parameter (lower two
panels) follow an inverse grain size dependence across all samples milled in this study.

Lattice parameter a increases, while c decreases, relative to literature values 11331.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Microstrain and lattice parameter change

The most significant results in this work pertain to the grain size of the milled compound, and the

majority of our discussion in the sections that follow will focus upon that feature. However,

microstrain from dislocations influences thermoelectric properties due to phonon and electron

scattering, while point defects introduced by milling act as charge carriers [43], so these quantities are

of engineering relevance. We are not aware of prior reports on the evolution of point and line defects

during mechanical milling, and so offer some observations on this issue here.

The monotonic increase in microstrain with decreasing grain size seen in Fig. 3.7 is characteristic of

mechanical milling under dislocation-mediated deformation, and has been observed in other

mechanically milled materials. For example, during milling of Fe under different conditions, an

inverse relationship between grain size and microstrain was observed, although the intercept

depended on analysis conditions [65]. In other nc-metals and intermetallics synthesized by

mechanical milling a horseshoe trend is sometimes observed [49,151], i.e., a peak in the microstrain is

reached at a grain size of around 5-20 nm, with further grain size reduction resulting in decreasing

lattice strain, as dislocation mechanisms cease operating and the lattice relaxes [152]. However, we

did not observe such a decrease, perhaps because our processing conditions could not achieve finer

grains.
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The reduction in axial c/a ratio of the lattice parameters away from the literature value of a = 4.386 A

and c = 30.497 A [133] with decreasing grain size can be explained by increasing concentrations of

point defects. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the relative lattice parameter change is larger in the c-axis than in

the a-axis. The two slopes are different by a factor of 2.5, which can be explained by the high degree

of bonding anisotropy in the BizTe3 crystal. In particular, the bonding between Tel-Tel planes is

much weaker, resulting in a large anisotropy in the elastic moduli [15] and hence the dilatory stress

field imposed by a point defect will mostly be accommodated by straining the weaker inter-planar

bonds along the c-axis. Antisites change the c/a ratio by about 0.15 to 0.2% for every 1% change in

stoichiometry [153,154]. Alternatively, vacancies can even more readily account for such a deviation,

especially since they accumulate preferentially on a specific lattice site. In particular, the fact that p-

type stoichiometric Bi2Te 3 samples will become n-type when subjected to heavy plastic deformation

has been explained via an excess formation of V1 ,-- over VM1i'" [43,155,156]. Vacancies distort the

lattice more strongly than antisites, since their coulombic repulsion is twice (for Veee) or three-times

(for VBi"') that of an antisite.

3.4.2 Effect of milling temperature on steady state

Perhaps the most significant result of this study is the unexpected response of the steady-state grain

size, das, to variations in the impact energy, E, as shown in Fig. 3.6(b) and (c). What is most abnormal

here is that ds, increases with increasing E - which is achieved either by increased ball size or milling

frequency. This trend runs counter to experimental investigations of many metals [58,60,65,67-69]

and intermetallics [57], where more aggressive milling leads to finer grains, i.e. dss is found to

decrease with increasing E. As we shall see in the coming sections, we attribute the unique response

of Bi2 Te3 to enhanced thermally-induced recovery effects. Accordingly, it is useful to begin by

examining the temperature dependence of d,,.

The steady-state milled structure of Bi1 Te 3 is unusually sensitive to the processing temperature. Fig.

3.6(a) shows that with an increase in vial temperature of only 130 0 C, the compound experiences an

approximate doubling in dsA from ~30 to ~60 nm. Similar enlargement of the microstructure with

increasing milling temperature is observed in other metals [56,58,60,61] and intermetallic compounds

[56,59], however the change is usually less extreme than we observe here. Literature studies of

ordered intermetallic compounds, subjected to ball milling at various temperatures are summarized in

Table 3.1. For example, in the compound Fe 3Si, over a larger increment of 277 0 C, cs increased

almost imperceptibly from 8.2 nm to 9.2 nm. Other compounds see a similar small change of a few

nanometers over a comparable temperature range [56,59]; all of these are very small compared to that

seen in Bi2Te3 , which is also shown in Table 3.1 for comparison.
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Table 3.1 Change in steady-state grain size over the range in milling temperatures
explored for this study, compared to other ordered intermetallic compounds in the

literature.

Compound Equilibrium Tm Tmii ds

structure (0 C) (0 C) (nm)

Bi 2Te3  hR 15 585 41 32

170 59
Fe 3Si [56] cF16 (D0 3) 1246 23 8.2

300 9.2
FeAl [59] cP2 (B2) 1310 70 7

300 13

Ni3Fe [56] cP4 (L1 2 ) 1426 23 13.4

300 18.7

We attribute the increased sensitivity of Bi 2Te3 to its relatively low melting point, which is Tm = 585

C, compared to T, = 1246 C for Fe 3Si and even higher temperatures for the other compounds in

Table 3.1. For high melting point materials, the steady-state grain size is thought [53] to be limited by

the critical distance below which a dislocation pileup cannot exist [157]. Below this grain size other

intergranular deformation mechanisms begin to operate, and the limiting grain size is controlled by

deformation rates rather than milling temperature. But for low melting point materials the steady-

state grain size is governed by a dynamical balance between refinement and recovery trends [53]. At

the typical operating temperature of the SPEX mill of 70 " C, Bi 2Te 3 powders are already above a

homologous temperature of 0.4, which is the point at which dislocation climb typically becomes

important during deformation and recovery [54]. As such, in Bi 2Te3 we expect recovery effects to be a

controlling factor over the steady state.

The transition between recovery dominated (low-melting point) and deformation dominated (high-

melting point) behavior can be seen in Fig. 3.8. The upper section [Fig. 8(a)] shows d, data taken

from Koch et al. for a collection of pure metals [158] plotted against normalized milling temperature

(Tem1/T..), where the milling temperature is assumed to be a typical 350 K. Below a homologous

milling temperature of about 0.2 there is no clear relationship between d, and melting temperature

[158]. This may be interpreted as the "high melting point" regime where recovery is not significant in

the steady-state development. However above about 0.2 TWI/T., a clear relationship emerges.

Similarly, Fig. 3.8(b) shows d, data taken from various studies [56,59,60,65] where Tmiii was varied

under identical conditions. A few metals and intermetallic compounds are shown along with Bi2Te 3

for comparison. Data is scarce, however the same broad trend is observed, with a transition between

strong temperature dependence and weak temperature dependence at homologous temperature around

0.2 to perhaps 0.3.
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Fig. 3.8 The steady-state grain size becomes increasingly temperature dependent above
a homologous temperature of 0.2. Data shown is for (a) pure metals milled at ambient
milling temperatures i1581 and (b) metals, alloys and intermetallics milled at various

temperatures [56,59,60,651. Eq. (3.2) is fitted to data above 0.2 T, yielding a
dimensionless activation energy, Q, which varies from 2.3 for Bi 2Te3 to 1.3 in the case

of metals and the compound FeAl.

Several authors have modelled the microstructural end-state during severe defonnation based on a

balance between recovery and deformation processes [159-163]. Following the approach of Bouaziz

et al. [163], we envision a grain size below which strain hardening can no longer occur. Their model

considers a relatively simple picture of a grain deforming via dislocation shear, nucleating at one side

of the grain and traversing across it, resulting in a pile-up at the boundary. Recovery is assumed to

occur when the dislocation is absorbed by the boundary, and the resultant atomic displacement is

accommodated by re-shuffling of the atoms at the grain boundary via boundary diffusion. By equating

the timescales of the two process described, a relationship for the critical grain size is reached [163]:

ds= (Dfb)1/3 [3.1]

where b is the burgers vector, y is the shear strain rate, and Dgb is the grain boundary diffusivity. By

expressing the diffusivity in its usual Arrhenius form and assigning a dimensionless grain boundary

diffusion activation energy: Qgb = Qgb/RTm, where R is the molar gas constant and Qgb is the

activation energy for grain boundary diffusion, gives:

d - D[932exp-QgbTm/T]b 1/3
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By assigning a dimensionless activation energy, Qgb, we have assumed some proportionality between

Qgb and T,, [164]. Fitting Eq. (3.2) to the data from the high homologous temperature region of Fig.

3.8 should thus reveal the apparent activation energy for recovery-controlled milling. Only two

materials in Fig. 3.8 present enough data to assess Qyb, and its value for Bi 2Te3 (from the present

study) and FeAl (from Ref. [165]) [Fig. 3.8(b)] is determined as 2.3 and 1.3 respectively. Similarly,

for the pure metals below T,, = 2000 K [Fig. 3.8(a)] Qgb is about 1.3.

Based on the trends in Fig. 3.8, it seems possible that the value of Qgb for Bi 2Te3 is somewhat larger

than for the other materials simply because this study is probing much higher homologous

temperatures not very well covered by prior mechanical alloying literature. In any event, all of the

fitted values of Qb are significantly below those that typically characterize grain boundary diffusion,

which for BCC and FCC materials lie between 9 and 12 [164]. This discrepancy could be due to a

thermally activated component to deformation [54] which would thus tend to reduce the observed

activation energy. A smaller value for Qgb could also be explained on the basis of nanostructured

materials containing a large excess free-volume [166]. Although direct measurements of non-

equilibrium grain boundary diffusion activation energies are unfeasible, abnormally low activation

energies for grain boundary mediated processes such as grain growth [82,89,95,96], sintering [167],

and grain boundary relaxation [168] have been reported in nc-materials. Nevertheless, the apparent

activation energy for Bi2Te3 agrees to within reasonable accuracy with other metals and compounds

of similar melting point.

3.4.3 Effect of impact energy on steady state

We now turn to the most surprising result of this study - the anomalous positive correlation between

d~s and E. To better illustrate this result, Fig. 3.9 shows the change in grain size, Ad,, as a function of

E, as compared to data more typical of the literature, i.e., from Ni, Cu and Fe [68]. The literature trend

for Fe has been observed by other authors [65,68,69] in other metals such as Ag, Co, Cu, Ti, Zr [68],

Nb [169], the compound NiTi [57], and metalloid Si [68] and well as various ceramic materials [169].

A few other studies have claimed a similar energy trend [171,172] but are more ambiguous since the

total energy dose was also varied. By comparison, we are only aware of a single prior report of a

positive correlation between d, and E, for the compound FeAl; a study by Kuhrt et al. [165] showed

this trend in a planetary ball mill (Fritsch Pulverisette 5), although a separate study by Pochet et al.

[59] using a lower energy vibrating mill (Fritsch Pulverisette-0) indicated the reverse trend with

milling intensity. The data from the present work on Bi2Te 3 stand out in the landscape of Fig. 3.9,

because the trend is extremely strong with a positive slope, where the preponderance of literature data

is negatively sloped. The trend is also reproduced with two independent series of experiments that
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vary the impact energy in distinct ways, via velocity and media radius (labelled as v, and R in Fig. 3.9

respectively).

10 2V Bi 2Te3
+- R [this study]

8

FeAl
[Kuhrt]

Ad 43
thermal-

2 t regime

Ni - defect-
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Fig. 3.9 The steady-state grain size change, Ad,,, increases with increasing impact
energy, E, in the case of Bi 2Te3 [this study], but decreases in the case of Cu, Ni and Fe

1681. The two studies of Kuhrt et al. 11651 and Pochet et al. [591 report opposing energy
dependencies for FeAl.

We believe that the unusual trend of the Bi2Te3 data in Fig. 3.9 can be explained by considering the

relative importance of deformation vis-A-vis heat creation and retention at the collision site during

milling. When a powder particle is impacted, deformation is localized in shear bands [173], within

which there is a process of defect accumulation, as dislocations coalesce into sub-boundaries, and

subgrains rotate to form high angle grain boundaries [173]. Higher deformation rates that accompany

higher impact energies result in more deformation and thus more defect generation. However, the

work of deformation in these regions is converted mostly into heat [174], resulting in an attendant

local temperature rise, which tends to anneal out some of the generated defects and opposes grain

refinement. As a result, there is a tension between the increased rates of both defect accumulation and

adiabatic heating that more intense milling promotes. Thus, we envisage two regimes of impact

energy dependence, depending on which effect dominates:

1) Defect accumulation regime (hereafter denoted defect-regime): the dominant effect of

increasing impact energy is a higher rate of defect accumulation, so structural

refinement is enhanced preferentially; ddj,/dE < 0

2) Impact temperature regime (hereafter denoted thermal-regime): the dominant effect is

a higher effective time-at-temperature locally at each collision site, which

preferentially enhances recovery processes; ddj,/dE > 0
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The balance between these processes - defect generation and recovery - governs d,, in all low melting

temperature materials during milling [51,175]. However, we propose that what is crucially different in

the case of Bi 2Te3 is that greater impact energy promotes more local recovery through adiabatic

heating than it does defect accumulation. The local temperature rise at an impact site is controlled by

the rate at which the heat of deformation can be dissipated to the surroundings, which can be

parameterised by the thermal effusivity [176]. Bi 2Te3 has a very low thermal effusivity (about an

order of magnitude lower than typical metals), and therefore sees far more local heat retention during

an impact event; Bi 2Te 3 experiences the thermal-regime, where most materials experience the defect-

regime.

The two regimes can be more quantitatively understood by incorporating a dependence on impact

energy into Eq. (3.2). To achieve this, we introduce the impact energy of a collision into both the

temperature and the strain rate. Although the collision energy was varied parametrically in two ways

in this study (by variations in relative velocity, v,, and media radius, R), as noted above they had a

quantitatively similar impact on the grain size, and therefore we consider them interchangeable for the

purposes of the present analysis. Considering the trend in terms of relative velocity, v,, an

approximate shear strain rate during a collision is given by Maurice and Courtney [28]:

f = vr/Mh [3.3]

where M is the Taylor factor of a polycrystal and h is the thickness of the powder trapped at the

collision site. To incorporate the effect of temperature, we replace the ambient milling temperature in

Eq. (3.2) with an impact temperature Timp = Tm111 + AT, where A T is the temperature rise

experienced during an impact. Many authors have modelled the impact temperature rise [28,147,148],

and we adopt the form proposed by Schwarz and Koch [148] who assumed that the maximum

temperature rise at an impacted particle can be represented by the problem of a semi-infinite volume

with a constant energy flux at its surface:

AT = pbvr 2(4Rvs/n7KppCp)1/ 2  [3.4]

where pb and v are material parameters of the ball - density and speed of sound respectively; and K,

p, and c, are the materials parameters of the milled powder - thermal conductivity, density and

specific heat capacity respectively. We can rearrange Eq. (3.4) into a condensed form:

AT = (pr 2le [3.5]
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where we have defined two constants for the parameters of milling media and parameters of the

milled powder respectively; (P = pb(4Rvs/w[) 1 / 2 , and e = (Kpp , where e is the thermal

effusivity, a measure of the rate at which a material can exchange heat with its surroundings.

Combining Eqs. (3.2, 3.3 and 3.5) yields the following:

dSS = (AoexPt-Oqb(T 2  1/3 [3.6]

where AO is a constant. Despite its simplicity, Eq. (3.6) now contains the necessary physics to describe

the two competing effects of E on d,,. Upon inspection we see that vr appears in both numerator and

denominator, therefore the grain size could either increase or decrease upon rising impact velocity V,,

depending on the rate of heat dissipation within the material favoring either the thermal-regime or

defect-regime, respectively.

3.4.4 Milling intensity maps

To help understand the competition between defect accumulation and adiabatic defect annealing, Fig.

3.10 shows how d,, varies as a function of E as described by Eq. (3.6). A series of thermal effusivity

contours are plotted in the range 2 to 50 kJ/m 2 K s1/2, which are physical bounds for most materials (S

and Cu have the lowest and highest values of all the elements at room temperature, at 0.7 and 37

kJ/m 2 K s1
/
2 respectively [149]). Low values of e correspond to higher temperature rise during impact

and vice versa. In each curve, the two regimes described are displayed; the defect-regime,

characterised by dd,,/dE < 0, and the thermal-regime, characterised by dd,,IdE > 0. There is a

transition from the defect-regime behaviour at low E to thermal-regime at high E. This transition is

demarked by a grain size minimum, which shifts to higher E as e is increased. Thus at experimentally

accessible impact energies, low e materials will likely experience the defect-regime, whereas high e

materials will likely be in the thermal-regime. This distinction agrees qualitatively with the data

shown in Fig. 3.9, where the defect-regime materials Cu, Ni and Fe have very high values of e = 37,

19, and 17 respectively [149], whereas thermal-regime materials Bi2Te3 and FeAl have much lower

values of e of 1.5 [1] and 4.5 [177], respectively.
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Fig. 3.10 Change in steady-state grain size as a function of impact energy using Eq.
(3.6), for various values of thermal effusivity, e. Thermal-regime behavior (dd,/dE> 0)

is predicted at low e and defect-regime behavior (dd,,/dE< 0) at high e. For
intermediate e, a transition between regimes occurs at intermediate impact energies.

Combining impact energy with temperature dependence, Fig. 3.11 shows the grain size landscape for

two materials belonging to each regime: Bi 2Te 3 and Fe, plotted on axes of temperature and milling

energy. The faces slope in opposite directions, reflecting the fundamental difference in E-dependence.

In Bi 2Te3 the steady state is minimized at low E and low T, whereas in Fe the minimum is at high E

and low T. These trends agree well with the available experimental data points [58], which are plotted

alongside for comparison.
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Fig. 3.11 The grain size landscapes (E vs Tiai) of Fe and Bi2Te3 have oppositely sloping
faces, as predicted by Eq. (8). Fe is minimized at high E and low Ti, whereas Bi 2Te3 is

minimized at low E and low T,ia,. Experimental data points 1651 are overlaid and
connected by verticals to the surface of Eq. (8), showing qualitative agreement with the

model trends.
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The point of crossover between the thermal and defect-regimes can be interpreted literally as the point

where there is a slope inflection, i.e., ddj,/dE = 0. Taking the derivative of Eq. (3.6) with respect to v,

and setting it equal to zero yields:

(Te) 2 = ecpvr 2 (tgbTm - T) - (p2Vr
4  [3.7]

If the quantity (Te) 2 is larger than the quantity on the right, then ddhs/dv, < 0 , i.e. the defect-regime

is predicted, and vice versa for the thermal-regime.

Eq. (3.7) may be broadly useful in differentiating expected behaviors across a variety of materials,

although the inputs to it are subject to large variations, dependent on microstructute, purity, etc. The

analysis is also relatively simple, and neglects a variety of secondary but important material properties

which could affect the steady-state milled grain size, such as stacking fault energy, phase strengths,

elastic properties, etc. [51,52]. And of course, in comparing Eq. (3.9) to available experimental data,

all of the errors and uncertainties in the experiments themselves enter in, and are variable across the

many different labs and protocols for processing and characterization. With these caveats in mind, we

nonetheless find it instructive to assemble a "milling intensity map" as displayed in Fig. 3.12. The

map is presented on axes of T,, and e, where a given material is represented by a single point. Property

data is collected from various sources for metals [149] and ordered compounds [177-183].
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Fig. 3.12 A milling intensity map delineating materials exhibiting "defect-regime" (dd-
s/dE< 0) or "thermal-regime" (dd,/dE> 0) behavior. Shaded divisions indicate

uncertainty in QOb (between 1.3 and 2.3). Bi 2Te3 and other V-VI compounds lie within
the thermal-regime, with most materials in the conventional defect-regime. A region of

"low recovery" is sketched where recovery only plays a limited role - uncertainty in the
homologous temperature is shown as shaded region.
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Following our earlier discussion surrounding Fig. 3.8, we first separate out the high melting point

materials, for which thermal recovery effects are not determinant of d,,; these are in the right half of

Fig. 3.12 labelled "no recovery" and not relevant to the present discussion. The left side of the plot is

the range where d, is determined chiefly by the dynamic competition of thermal recovery and impact,

and the concave-down arc drawn through this space is the dividing line between the defect-regime

(above the curve) and thermal-regime (below the curve); the curve is a representation of the condition

dd/dE = 0, used to derive Eq. (3.7). The width of the shaded region arises from uncertainty in the

measured values for the activation energy, and encompasses a range of Qgb values between that

measured for Bi2Te3 (2.3) and metals (1.3).

What is most quickly clear from examination of Fig. 3.12 is that most low-melting temperature

materials lie in the defect-regime, which is the regime of standard behavior where more intense

milling leads to finer grains; this aligns with intuition, as in most materials intense milling promotes

deformation and refinement more than it does temperature rise and recovery. Only a few materials lie

unequivocally in the lower region where more intense impacts generate preferentially more heating

and recovery than they do refinement.

This mapping tends to agree with available experimental evidence. Firstly, Bi2 Te3 is one of the rare

materials that occupy the thermal-regime, and should exhibit increasing grain sizes with milling

intensity, which is exactly what we have observed in the present study (cf. Fig. 3.6). Some other V-

VI compounds such as Sb 2Te 3, and Bi 2Se 3 also lie within the thermal-regime, and would be worthy of

detailed study during mechanical milling. Secondly, the metallic materials which have been observed

in the literature to display defect-regime behavior, such as Ag, Cu, Ni, Fe, etc. [170] all lie as

expected, well with the defect-regime in Fig. 3.12. Finally, the intermetallic FeAl, which to our

knowledge is the only other material previously reported to show thermal-regime behaviour, lies

within the shaded region between the two regimes. This placement, on the borderline between the two

regimes, even helps provide clarity on why the two studies on FeAl discussed in section 3.4.2 exhibit

different behaviour, with that of Kuhrt et al. [165] showing a positive dcdh/dE and that of Pochet et al.

[59] showing a weakly negative ddI/dE. It is quite possible that the difference between the two

studies is due to the different milling devices employed. Kuhrt et al. used a planetary mill - with

much higher impact velocity on the order 3-6 m/s, whereas Pochet et al. used a vibrating frame mill -

with much lower impact velocities on the order 0.1 -0.2 m/s. Therefore it is possible that Kuhrt et al.

were probing the high-energy thermal-regime behaviour (as shown in Fig. 3.10), whereas Pochet et al.

probing the low-energy defect-regime. This example, along with the predictions of Eq. (3.7),

suggests that other materials may also display thermal-regime behavior, given that sufficiently high

impact energies could be accessed.
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3.5 Conclusions

Our systematic mechanical milling studies of Bi2 Te3 powders show that the steady-state

microstructure is strongly affected by the process parameters. Both higher temperatures and higher

milling energies tend to produce larger grain sizes. While such a temperature dependence is

ubiquitous across all mechanically milled materials, to our knowledge this is the first experimental

report where the steady-state grain size is positively correlated with impact energy with a large and

unambiguous slope.

By considering the balance between recovery and refinement during milling, the anomalous impact

energy dependence is explained on the basis of the adiabatic heat produced during a collision

remaining localized in the region of deformation, promoting localized defect loss through annealing.

In Bi2Te3 , the thermal properties of the powder are such that it retains adiabatic heat more effectively

within the deformation zone, causing much higher temperature rises than in most materials. This,

when combined with its low melting temperature, leads to enhanced annealing when the impact

energy is higher. While the analysis is relatively simplistic, it reflects the interplay between milling

energy and temperature across different materials. The resulting milling intensity map delineates

regimes of different energy/grain size responses under mechanical milling, explaining which materials

may be expected to exhibit the unusual rate response seen here in BizTe3.

The developments here may also speak more broadly to the role of defect recovery in mechanical

milling of nanocrystalline materials in general. In particular, the relationship between deformation

rates and recovery is not an area that well understood; current steady-state grain size models assume

that the overall strain rate is limited by, e.g., diffusion of impurity atoms [51], however the variability

of strain rate through processing conditions that is highlighted in this study ultimately questions this

assumption. Inclusion of such variability, which will come from a mechanistic understanding of the

rate limiting processes, may lead to improved models for the nanostructure that evolves upon milling.

Such models will also rely on high-quality data; systematic mechanical-milling studies of some more

common low-melting point materials are needed.

From an engineering perspective, this work provides guidelines for the processing of thermoelectric

materials based on Bi2Te3 and its solid solutions. Not only are the finest grain sizes - which are

attractive from the device-efficiency point of view - reached, counterintuitively, under lower energy

milling conditions, but a greater degree of other structural disorder in the form of point and line

defects is introduced along with the grain refinement. These excess defects are retained to some extent

after consolidation, and therefore the need to control milling conditions is critical in understanding

and controlling the thermoelectric properties.
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Chapter 4: Nanocrystalline Recovery and Grain Growth

4.1 Introduction

Grain growth in nanocrystalline thermoelectric compounds reduces the effectiveness of grain

boundary scattering, and therefore mitigating grain growth is crucial. In order design such materials

that are resistant to grain growth, and provide baseline data for their comparison, a firm understanding

of the grain growth process is needed. Such microstructural understanding can also offer predictive

power when designing consolidation strategies that minimise grain growth and provide engineering

limitations for device use at high temperatures.

As discussed in Chapter 1, although growth of coarse-grained materials is reasonably understood, in

nc-materials new phenomena may emerge. Many experimental reports of nanocrystalline Bi 2Te 3-

based materials indicated significant grain growth that occurs during the consolidation stage, but these

offer only a two data-point view, and without systematic study no quantitative conclusions may be

drawn.

The objective of this chapter is to present a systematic investigation of grain growth in a

nanocrystalline Bi2Te 3 alloy. To track changes in structure, we combine detailed X-ray diffraction,

differential scanning calorimetry and transmission electron microscopy. By quantifying the kinetics of

structure evolution, the rate limiting process for grain boundary migration is argued to transition from

a short-range strain-relaxation process at low temperatures to long-range grain boundary diffusion at

higher temperatures.

4.2. Experimental methods

Nanocrystalline Bi 2Te3 powders were fabricated by mechanical alloying according to the methods

discussed in chapter 2 and 3. In order to minimise the grain size, relatively low energy milling

conditions employed. As such, milling balls of 1.5 g, at a milling frequency of 600 rpm for 22 hours.

The as-milled powders used in this study were themselves of micrometer dimensions (10-100 pm

diameter in general), but internally had a fine grain size with a narrow size distribution - as

characterized in Fig. 4.1. Part (a) shows a grain size histogram - taken from 345 grain tracings -

indicating a volume averaged spherical equivalent diameter of 21 nm. Fig 1(b) shows a representative

TEM micrograph from which the grain tracings were taken, indicating a fine equiaxed grain structure.

The average grain size from TEM agrees well with the result from XRD analysis - which indicated a

grain size of 23 nm and a microstrain of 0.51%.
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Fig. 4.1 The as-milled grain structure after mechanical alloying. Part (a) shows the a
grain size histogram taken from grain size statistics of 345 grains, while part (b) shows
a representative transmission electron microscopy image taken in bright-field imaging

mode.

Heat treatment of the powders was performed via one of two methods, depending on the length of

treatment. For anneals shorter than 1 hour, approximately 200 mg of powder was sealed within small

foil packets made from 100 pm thickness stainless steel foil and immersed in a molten salt bath. Once

the treatment time elapsed, a rapid quench was performed by rapidly transferring the wrapped

specimens onto a large copper block. This allowed for accurate isothermal anneals as short as 5

minutes. For annealing treatments longer than 1 hour, powders were filled into an Alumina crucible

and annealed in a Mettler Toledo DSC/TGA I with high purity argon purge gas. The powder was

heated at 10 K/min to the set point temperature, followed by air cooling.

After heat treatment, samples of powder were characterized by x-ray diffraction and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) according to the procedure described in Chapter 3. Differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC) experiments were performed on powders using a TA Instruments Q100 DSC

operated with a purge gas of nitrogen and a liquid nitrogen cooling system. The instrument was

independently calibrated to within +0.1 C using an In standard. All specimens were sealed inside an

aluminum pan and heated from -50 to 400 'C at 50 K/min. A baseline signal was obtained by

scanning a coarse grained sample that exhibited no grain growth signal. The baseline sample was

annealed at 300 0C for 2 hours, and had grain size well over 100 nm. After baseline subtraction, the

irreversible stored enthalpy release was obtained by integrating the area between the curve and a

linear interpolation between the beginning and end of the exothermic region.
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4.3 Results

Fig. 4.2 shows the evolution in XRD patterns that results from annealing at successively higher

temperatures. A series of raw data patterns are shown, taken following 2 hour isothermal treatments in

the range 50-300 0 C, along with the as-milled powders. A restricted section of the patterns - between

25 and 55 degrees 2 theta - is shown for clarity. At each annealing temperature, all diffraction peaks

can be indexed to the rhombohedral Bi 2Te 3 phase. The successive narrowing of the diffraction peaks

at increasing temperatures indicates continual grain growth and strain release.

(0 1- ~C~ L~ 00*

0 ~ 0 0 0 *

200 *C

250 *C

Cd 200 *C
50 *C

4)
10 O

as milled
25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Position [2 theta]

Fig. 4.2 Evolution in XRD linescans for samples annealed in the range 50-300 C for 2
hours, compared to the as-milled state. A shortened section of the total profile is
displayed. At successively higher temperatures, the peaks become progressive

narrower as a result of recovery and grain growth.

Relaxation and grain growth can be further characterised by a DSC signature of the as-milled sample,

as shown in Fig. 4.3. The upper panel shows a broad exothermic heat release, beginning at about 100

C and ending at about 380 C. Integration of the peak, as indicated by the grey area under the curve

reveals a total stored enthalpy of about 14.9 ± 0.5 J/g. A small endothermic peak of about 22 ± 2 mJ/g

corresponding to the melting of 0.08 ± 0.007 % residual Bi phase is observed at 271 0 C. Below the

heat release plot are the first and second differentials of the heat flow signal, elucidating the

underlying composition of the exotherm. The first differential of the heat flow reveals three clear

peaks in curvature, suggesting that the different peaks corresponding to distinct kinetic processes. The

second differential gives the location of maxima in these peaks as corresponding minima.
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Fig. 4.3 A DSC scan from as-milled powders showing a broad exothermic heat release
signal. Differentiation of the heatflow signal reveals three characteristic inflections,

indicative of three convoluted peaks in the heatflow signal. The second derivative of the
signal corresponding reveals three minima, the temperature of which corresponds

reveal the maxima in the original signal.

The evolution in XRD-determined structural parameters, after annealing at various temperatures for 2

hours, is shown in Fig. 4.4. The average grain size, d, microstrain, c, and lattice parameter ratio, c/a,

of the powders are plotted in panels (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Each data-point corresponds to a

different sample of powder from the same milling batch. The evolution in d can be well characterized

into low and high temperature regions. In the low temperature region - up to about 230 0C - grain

growth is very slow, with d increasing from 23 nm to only 37 nm after two hours. On the other hand,

in the high temperature region - beyond 230 "C - the rate of increase sharply inclines, reaching 150

nm at 300 "C.

These two regions are further elucidated by the change in c, shown in Fig 4.4(b). During the sluggish

growth process (low temperature region), c shows a monotonically decreasing signal, while the

microstrain is mostly eliminated in the fast growth region (high temperature region). The change in

c/a follows this regime change too. From an as-milled value of 6.94, the ratio increases during the

slow growth region, reaching a maximum of about 6.96 at 230 0C, whereupon it begins to slowly

decrease again, tending towards the literature value for a single crystal of 6.953 [133].
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Fig. 4.4 Evolution in grain size, microstrain, and lattice parameter c/a ratio - as
determined via XRD - shown in the top, middle and lower panels respectively.

Structural evolution can be well-separated into two regimes: Regime I is characterized
by sluggish grain growth, large strain release, and relaxation in the lattice. In Regime

II on the other hand, grain growth is rapid, microstrain has mainly relaxed, and the c/a
ratio deviates only a little from literature value.

The relaxation processes seen in Fig. 4.4 occur even at room temperature, as shown by Fig. 4.5.

Structural parameters are compared for powders in the as-milled condition with those naturally aged

for 24 months. Five samples of various grain sizes between 17 and 28 nm are shown, corresponding

to samples milled at different milling intensities from N = 13.3 to 32 Hz respectively (see chapter 3

for processing details). In all cases the samples received the same milling energy dose in the as-milled

condition, thus differing only in initial microstructure (see chapter 3). In each case, both the as-milled

and aged samples were drawn from the same powder batch. All samples show similar relaxation

behaviour; d changes by only 7%, whilst c and c/a change by 24 % and 29 % respectively when

normalized by the difference between the limiting grain sizes.
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Fig. 4.5 Room temperature recovery and boundary relaxation from the as-milled
condition (closed circles) to the 2 year aged state (open circles). Grain size, microstrain

and lattice parameter c/a ratio are displayed in the top, middle, and lower panels
respectively. While only a small amount of grain growth is detected, there is large

recovery in microstrain and lattice c/a ratio.

The kinetics of grain growth are shown in Fig. 4.6, which plots d as a function of annealing time for 7

different annealing temperatures between 160 and 276 "C. The data has been fitted using the

following equation:

d(t, T)n - don = k(T)t [4.1]

where do and d are the initial and measured grain size, t is the annealing time, and k is some

temperature dependent kinetic constant. Here we fit the data using the least squares method, allowing

for only a single value of the exponent n across all of the data series, and a different value of kinetic

constant, k at each temperature. The entire dataset is best fitted with a value of n = 6.5.
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Fig. 4.6 Isothermal grain growth kinetics at a range of 7 different annealing
temperatures. The grain size evolution can be well-fit with a generalized parabolic

relationship given by Eq. 4.1, with n=6.5, and a variable kinetic constant, k, which is
plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.7.

Fig. 4.7 shows an Arrhenius plot of the rate constants returned by fitting Eq. 4.1 to the data in Fig.

4.6. The points can be well fit with two straight lines - corresponding to annealing treatments above

and below 230 0 C. This change in behaviour coincides with the low and high temperature regions in

Fig. 4. The characteristic activation energy from the gradient of the line corresponds to 89 and 242

kJ/mol for low and high temperature grain growth respectively.
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Fig. 4.7 Grain growth rate constant as a function of reciprocal temperature. The rate
constants are determined by fitting Eq. 4.2 to data in Fig. 4.6. The point are well fitted

with two straight lines, corresponding to high temperature regions (above 230 "C), with
an activation energy of 242 kJ/mol, and a low temperature region (below 230 "C), with

an activation energy of 89 kJ/mol.
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Fig. 4.8 shows good agreement between XRD and stereological TEM grain size measurements. A

series of TEM micrographs are shown, taken from powders annealed at 257 0 C for 0.25, 1 and 8

hours respectively. The upper left-hand corner shows the grain size distributions taken by tracing

grains from a series of micrographs at each annealing time. The grain size distributions are well

matched with the expected log-normal distribution, while the volume-averaged spherical equivalent

grain diameter agrees with the XRD measurements to within about + 5 % in the case of 0.25 and 1

hour anneal. For the 8 hour anneal sample, the XRD measurement underestimates the grain size by

about 20 %, which is characteristic of a worsening accuracy of XRD as the grain size approaches 100

nm (see Appendix C).

TEM 45 nm 0.25 hr
XRD47nm

TEM 64 nm 1 hr
XRD 61 nm

TEM 94 nm 8 hr
XRD 84 nm

10 100
Grain diameter (nm)

i lh

Fig. 4.8 TEM micrographs of powders annealed at 257 'C for 0.25, 1, and 8 hours
respectively, with corresponding grain size distributions shown in the top left. The

mean grain size - as measured from TEM grain tracings - shows good agreement with
XRD measurements.
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The relationship between microstrain and grain size during growth is elucidated in more detail in Fig.

4.9(a). The strain release can be well fitted with a power-law equation [184] of E = 0.01(d/dj)-
where d, is the grain size and n is the scaling exponent. Fitting the data using the method of least

squares results in d, ~ 16 nm, and m z 2.5. Excess strain release during grain growth is highlighted

by the best-fit line of data for as-milled powders (chapter 3) , where c was found to follow a 1/d
relationship. Fig. 4.9(b) shows the corresponding c/a value as a function of d. The lattice parameters

initially relax much faster than the microstrain, levelling off at around 40 nm. The slow decrease in

the lattice parameter thereafter is characteristic of high-temperature precipitation of a small amount of

Te-rich phase (discussed in chapter 5).
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(%)0.1 2
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ca crystal
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Fig. 4.9 (a) Microstrain and (b) lattice e/a ratio as a function of grain size for all
annealed samples in this study. The microstrain decreases monotonically with grain

size, and is fitted with a parabolic grain size relationship with an exponent of 2.5. The
c/a ratio increases initially, peaks at about 40 nm and then decreases slowly. For
comparison, the structural data taken on as-milled samples at a range of milling

conditions (chapter 3) is indicated by a line of best-fit for inverse grain size dependence.

A direct view of the relaxation process is seen in the HRTEM images of Fig. 4.10. The left-hand

image shows a sample annealed at 260 0 C for 0.25 hrs while the right-hand image shows one

annealed at 330 0 C for 2 hrs. While the images show a limited section of the sample, they broadly

reflect multiple observations in different grains across the rest of the sample from which they are

taken. The images are both viewed normal to the prismatic plane, and the stripe pattern thus

corresponds to basal atomic rows. The sample annealed at the lower temperature (which had a

measured microstrain of 0.06 %) contains many retained defects such as stacking faults - which are

observed by variations in lattice spacing - and dislocations - which are seen as discontinuities in the

atomic rows. By contrast, the sample annealed at higher temperature exhibits a more homogenous
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structure with no visible defects over the same field of view, which is in agreement with XRD

measurements showing immeasurably small E.

Fig. 4.10 High resolution TEM of the grain interiors - as viewed along the basal plane -
after different annealing conditions. The sample in the upper micrograph, which was
annealed at 260 "C for 15 minutes, shows a highly disordered grain interior with many

dislocations and stacking faults. The sample in the lower micrograph, which was
annealing at 330 'C for 2 hours, shows no observable lattice defects.

To investigate further the origins of stored enthalpy in the powders, Fig. 4.11 shows a series of DSC

scans from powders first annealed at a higher temperature for 2 hours; the series examines

successively higher annealing temperatures from top to bottom. In all cases, the heat exotherm begins

at a temperature about 40-50 0 C beyond the prior annealing temperature. The total stored enthalpy

progressively diminishes with increasing annealing temperature, falling to zero as the annealing

temperature approaches 300 C.
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Fig. 4.11 DSC scan evolution for annealed powders, showing the reduction in stored
enthalpy with annealing temperature. The as-milled scan is shown alongside samples

annealed for 2 hours in the range 70-270 "C.

Fig. 4.12 shows the enthalpy retained after annealing of these powders, as revealed by the DSC scans

in Fig. 4.11, as a function of reciprocal grain size. The form of the x and y-axes are selected on the

basis of the following expression for the stored enthalpy governed within grain boundaries [185]:

H = 2ygV/d [4.2]

Where H is the stored enthalpy, y is the grain boundary energy, g is a geometric factor accounting for

the grain shape, which is estimated to be 1.3 ± 0.2 [185], and V is the molar volume. The axes chosen

thusly allow the grain boundary energy in J/m 2 to be read off from the slope. A secondary y-axis in

J/g, and x-axis in nm are provided for reference.

The stored enthalpy for as milled, 24 month-aged, and furnace-annealed samples are plotted. After

prolonged ageing, the stored enthalpy is shown to fall by about a third. During subsequent annealing

treatments, the stored enthalpy evolution can be well fitted by two straight lines. Again, the distinction

between the two regions agrees with Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.10, with the same delineating temperature of

about 230 0 C. The gradient of the high temperature line is 0.26 J/m 2 . This represents a measure of the

grain boundary energy, since samples in this region contain little microstrain, and therefore other
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contributions to stored enthalpy can be neglected. By contrast, the gradient of the low-temperature

line is 1.16 J/m 2. This energy is a convolution of the boundary energy plus some additional driving

force for grain growth provided by other defects.
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Fig. 4.12 The volumetric stored enthalpy (J/m3) as a function of inverse grain size. The
data is split into three categories: (i) as milled, (ii) annealed below 230 C, and (iii)

annealed above 230 "C, which is the temperature where the activation energy changes
(Fig. 4.7). Below this temperature, the grain boundary energy is very high (1.16 J/m2)

because growth is associated with annihilation of defects. Below this temperature, grain
boundaries are relaxed, and hence have a much lower stored enthalpy associated with

them (0.26 J/m2).

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Stored enthalpy origins

The most striking result of this study is the emergence of two distinct regimes of grain growth - a low

activation energy regime at low temperatures, and a high activation energy regime at high

temperatures. This is observed directly in Fig. 4.7, and indirectly in Fig. 4.4. Measurements of other

structural parameters such as microstrain indicate that the transition in grain growth regime is caused

by some sort of structural relaxation. However it is not readily apparent whether this relaxation

process is specific to a relaxation of the grain boundary structure, or grain interior defects annealing

out. In nanocrystalline materials, both boundary and bulk contributions to lattice strain have been

identified. The simplest of all is perhaps the surface driven intrinsic microstrain that is imposed by the

size of a grain, which is shown theoretically and experimentally to scale with l/d [184]. However in

the case of ball-milled nanocrystals, a surplus of grain boundary dislocations and regions of excess
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free-volume are created as a result of heavy deformation [97]. Thus, relaxation in grain boundary

structure upon annealing have been shown to account for changes in grain boundary diffusivity

[17,186], and therefore grain boundary mobility could reasonably be affected in this way.

Deformation also creates disorder in the grain interior though, which could easily account for the low

activation energy region as well. Indeed, super-saturations of point defects have been shown

theoretically to account for 'self-locking' of grain growth [90]. Determination of the rate-limiting

mechanism is made difficult since many of the specifics of deformation-induced defects in Bi 2Te3

remain unclear. In order to better understand the defect evolution upon relaxation and grain growth,

an appreciation of the various defect contributions to the stored enthalpy is the necessary starting

point.

In pure nanocrystalline metals, the stored enthalpy is mostly accommodated at grain boundaries [50],
while dislocations only contribute a small fraction - on the order of 1 kJ/mol [50]. However, the non-

equilibrium nature of grain boundaries in nc-materials allows them to store more enthalpy per unit

area than fully relaxed boundaries - for FCC metals estimates vary between twice as much for Pd [53]

and 4-times for Ni [53]. As a result, nc materials can store a significant fraction of the fusion

enthalpy, AH/Hf. Johnson and co-workers found for a range of metals, that AH/Hf ranged between

about 0.06 and 0.43, for Co [50] and Al [53] respectively. The relative amount appears to follow

trends for some crystal structures but not others; In FCC materials, higher Tm elements seem to show

a lower AH/Hf despite possessing smaller grain sizes in the as-milled state [53]. However in BCC &

HCP metals no such relationship emerges. In the case of intermetallic compounds however, the same

authors found generally larger values of AH/Hf. For a range of Cs-Cl compounds, AH/Hf was between

0.18 and 0.39 for AIRu and SiRu respectively [55]. The additional contribution can be attributed to

chemical defect enthalpy.

By comparison, in the present study the stored enthalpy in the as-milled condition was 14.9 J/g or

11.9 kJ/mol, which is only 10% the heat of fusion. This relatively low stored enthalpy is most likely

due to the low melting point of the compound Bi 2Te 3 meaning thermal recovery will limit the amount

of defect storage. Indeed, the grain size was found to be strongly limited by thermal recovery during

milling (chapter 3) and thermally induced relaxation that is observed at ambient temperatures in Fig.

4.5 demonstrates this point explicitly. In order to elucidate how recovery and grain growth are

connected, we now estimate the stored enthalpy contributions from various defect sources.

In estimating the origins of stored enthalpy, we consider four dominant defects. The grain interior

with contribute: (i) enthalpy form dislocations, Edis, and (ii) point defects, EPD, while within the grain

boundary we consider (iii) the relaxed grain boundary energy, EGB, and (iv) an additional contribution

due to any excess free volume at the grain boundary as a result of deformation, which we term Eei.

The total must therefore sum to the experimentally determined stored enthalpy:
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Estored Edis + EPD + EGB + Erei ~ 14.9 J/g [4.3]

Firstly we consider dislocation enthalpy. As mentioned above, dislocations are not expected to

contribute significantly; dislocation densities in severely cold worked materials rarely exceed p = 1016

m-2 [152], and this value is probably an over-estimate considering the preponderance of thermally

activated recovery in Bi2 Te 3. Nevertheless, using this value we can estimate the stored enthalpy from

dislocations [187] using:

p~2 V2
Edis = pGb (i) In ( ) 1.7J/g [4.4]

where G is the shear modulus, v is the Poisson ratio, and b is the dislocation Burgers vector

magnitude, which for Bi2 Te3 are estimated to be G=17 GPa [188], v=0.3, and b=0.438 nm [189]. R,

and K) are the outer and inner cut-off radii, taken to be the dislocation spacing L=p1 2 and the Burgers

vector respectively. As expected, the total dislocation stored enthalpy estimate of 1.7 J/g is low; even

using a generous overestimate the total energy is only about 10% of the total stored enthalpy of 14.9

J/g.

Next we consider the grain boundaries. A measure of the relaxed grain boundary energy can be made

from the straight line fit to the ordered region of Fig. 4.12, which equates to 0.26 J/g. The relaxed

grain boundary enthalpy can be estimated using Eq. 3, for an initial grain size of 23 nm:

EGB = 2gy ~ 3.7 Jg [4.5]

This is considerably more than the dislocation estimation, at about 25% of the as-milled stored

enthalpy. However this leaves a further 65% of unaccounted stored enthalpy, which can be attributed

to grain boundary relaxation, E,e, and recombination of point defects, EPD. We term the sum of these

quantities the excess stored enthalpy, Exs , which is represented visually via the shaded region of Fig.

4.12. These quantities can be estimated on the basis of how the stored enthalpy varied with structural

parameters. Exs is plotted in Fig. 4.13 as a function of the microstrain, P, on the primary y-axis and the

deviation in lattice parameter, A(c/a), from the literature value plotted on the secondary x-axis. The

plot shows that A(c/a) converges to the literature value at a larger Exs than E does, indicating that the

majority of point-defects recover at significantly lower temperatures than the remaining grain

boundary defects. A lower bound for the excess grain boundary enthalpy, Erd, can be made from the

intercept of the A(c/a) curve with the x-axis, which is about 4 J/g, or just over 25% of E,,O,.,d. We

therefore consider the remaining defect contribution of 40% Estoeci to come from point defects. This

could arise from antisites and constitutional vacancies.
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Fig. 4.13 The excess enthalpy plotted as a function of the microstrain, E, on the primary
y-axis and the deviation in lattice parameter, A(c/a), from the literature value on the

secondary x-axis. The plot shows that A(c/a) converges to the literature value at a
larger excess enthalpy than c does, indicating that the remaining excess enthalpy can be

attributed to recovery of grain boundary defects.

A crude estimate of the point-defect concentration can be made by correlating this value to

calculations of point defect energies in the literature [11]. Energies for BiT, antisites have been

calculated using density functional theory [11] - and we take the average value of 0.9 eV between the

Te-rich and Bi-rich values as a first-order estimate. With this antisite defect energy, we can now

estimate the concentration as n = EPD/eE ~ 3.6x 1018 /cm 3 ,where e is the charge of an electron =

1.6x10-19.

While this stored enthalpy analysis is rather approximate in nature, it reveals a salient point about the

driving force for grain growth. Contrary to the assumptions of the grain growth model, approximately

75% of the total stored enthalpy comes from defects other than the relaxed grain boundary. During the

initial stages of grain growth these defects anneal out, therefore reducing the effective driving force

for further grain growth.

4.4.2 Activation energy: grain growth regime transition

With the above understanding of the relative energetic contributions occurring during the recovery

process, we now turn our analysis to the transition in grain growth activation energy from low to high

temperatures. Point and line defects do not account for all of the excess stored enthalpy in the as-

milled material, and grain boundary relaxation was shown in Fig. 4.9(a) to lead to a more relaxed

structure at a given grain size than in the as-milled condition. The conventional picture of grain

boundary relaxation is that it occurs at temperatures below which grain growth does; the atoms at

such highly-energetic grain boundaries are very far from equilibrium, and only a small amount of

thermal energy is required for relaxation. However in Bi 2Te 3 we observe measurable grain growth

during the relaxation process - from a grain size of 23 nm to 37 nm (Fig. 4.3). This recovery-
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dominated grain growth is seen most explicitly during room temperature ageing experiments of Fig.

4.5. As such, it appears that grain growth and GBR are much related processes in Bi'Te3 at low

temperatures. In the present section we discuss the likely mechanism of low-temperature relaxation-

based boundary motion.

Table 4.1 Reports of grain growth activation energy change from low-T to high-T
annealing in mechanically milled nc-systems. Available diffusion data is also provided

for comparison.

Material Proc. Transition grain growth Diffusion
route temperature Ea (eV) Ea (eV)

K j T/Tm LT HT GB 1 Self

Fe [95] MA 773 0.43 125 248 174 252-282

Ni [82] ED 493 0.29 11 108 115

Ni-0.2lFe [96] ED 600 0.34 82 286 252-282

Al [190] Cryo 723 0.77 79 112 84 124-142

RuAl [88] MA 1073-1173 0.48 39 214

Fe 3Si [86] MA 703-773 0.49 32 279 312

Bi9Te3  MA 500 0.58 89 242 unknown unknown

The low temperature grain growth regime characterized in Fig. 4.10 exhibits an activation of 89

kJ/mol. Similarly, low activation energies have been reported for a number of mechanically milled nc-

materials, which are summarized in Table 4.1. For example, in nc-Fe [95] the low temperature

activation energy approached values of nc grain boundary diffusivity, and self-diffusion at higher

temperatures. A similar change in activation energy was observed in electrodeposited nc-Fe [89]. In

nc- Ni a much lower activation energy of 1lkJ/mol was reported [82], which is about one tenth the

activation energy for grain boundary diffusion. These results could be explained by Ni containing

more grain boundary disorder; stored enthalpy measurements from Johnson and co-workers indicate

AH/Ht=0.25 for Ni at 12 nm [53], but only AH/Hj=0.15 for Fe at a finer grain size of 8nm [50]. As

well as pure metals, the mechanically milled intermetallic compound Fe 3Si is reported to exhibit a

low-T activation energy of only 32kJ/mol in its disordered BCC form and a high temperature region

of 289kJ/mol upon forming its ordered D0 3 structure [86]. Similarly, low grain growth activation

energies have been observed for the intermetallic RuAl [88], a solid solution of Fe-0.2lNi [96], and

cryo-milled Al [190] - although in the case of cryo-milling the effect of N contamination could play a

role. Anomalously low Ea reports have also been made for Cu [191], and in a cryomilled Al-Mg alloy

[192].

We suggest that the low Ea region exhibited by Bi2 Te3 is due to a reordering process within the grain

boundary. Support for this thesis comes from the stored enthalpy measurements discussed in the

previous section. The lower activation energy for grain growth would be expected from a disordered,
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due to the relative ease of atomic re-shuffling in these highly strained regions. As a result, very little

thermal energy would be required for re-arrangement.

Correspondingly, the high Ea region can be attributed to some sort of grain boundary diffusion

process, in accordance with most theories of grain growth. It is difficult to attribute the high

temperature activation energy to any particular mechanism of diffusion, since the self-diffusion and

grain boundary activation energies for Bi 2Te 3 have not yet been measured. The self-diffusion

activation energy of Se in Bi 2Se 3 - which is an isomorphous compound of similar melting point - was

measured to be 209 kJ/mol [193]. Since Te has a larger ionic radius than Se the self-diffusion

activation energy for Bi 2Te3 could reasonably be higher than this, although direct measurements of the

Bi2Te3 system are needed.

4.4.3 Kinetics of grain growth

The best-fit grain growth exponent in this study was n=6.5, which is much larger than the ideal value

of n=2 as proposed by Burke and Turnbull. Similarly high grain growth exponents have been

observed for a number of nc-systems [79]. We attribute the large n primarily to the transition in rate-

dominating processes that will occur during an isothermal anneal. In reality, whether recovery

dominated growth or diffusion dominated growth is dominant, will depend on both the grain size and

the temperature. As such, we envisage that the measured n is a composite of relatively fast relaxation-

based grain growth kinetics at small grain sizes, followed by a much slower grain growth regime at

larger grain sizes. Such a transition can be rationalized by considering the driving forces for grain

growth and grain boundary relaxation. The former is proportional to the grain boundary area, and thus

scales with the l/d 2, while the latter is derived from grain boundary volume and thus scales with l/d3 .

Therefore during an isothermal treatment, a transition from a relatively low activation energy process

to a higher activation energy process would reasonably result in a progressive slowing of the grain

growth kinetics at larger grain sizes, and thus a larger grain growth exponent.

As well as a progressive change in the rate limiting process of grain growth, there is a drastic change

in the driving force for grain growth. In Eq. 4.5, we estimated that the grain boundaries in their full

relaxed state could therefore only account for about 30% of the stored enthalpy. As a result, the

driving force for grain growth when normalized by the boundary area falls during grain growth. This

progressive lowering of the driving force could lead to higher values of n than suggested by the

analysis of Burke and Turnbull, who assumed a constant driving force. Natter et al. [89] proposed a

temperature dependent initial grain size, which resulted in a much better fit to experimental data on

nc-Fe samples. To investigate this idea further, we consider how the change in driving force during

grain growth will affect the kinetics. In deriving the parabolic kinetic equation, Burke and Turnbull

[194] assumed a constant grain boundary energy, y, and thus a linear relation between boundary
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velocity and inverse grain size. However if the driving force varies as a function grain size, this

assumption will not hold. To account for this non-linearity, we introduce a driving force exponent, m:

E = c/d m  [4.6]

Thus the rate of boundary migration and the corresponding grain size evolution will vary according

to:

dd/dt = Cy/d m  [4.7]

dm+1 - dOm+1 = k(T)t [4.8]

where the grain growth exponent, n, has been replaced by the driving force exponent, ml+ 1. We note

that if the driving force is linearly with inverse grain size, i.e. m=1, then m+1=2, and parabolic

kinetics are predicted. Fig. 4.14 shows a plot of inverse grain size vs stored enthalpy from the data in

Fig. 4.12. The relationship can be best fitted with a driving force exponent of m=2.4, which is in

excellent agreement with the power-law relationship between microstrain and grain size, with an

exponent of 2.5, as shown in Fig. 4.9(a). For comparison, a driving force exponent of m=5.5 is shown,

which would correspond to n=6.5. This analysis suggests that while a variable driving force predicts

an artificially large n, the enlargement cannot necessarily account for the observed value of n=6.5 in

this study. It is possible that a non-linear relationship between driving force and boundary velocity

exists for the compound Bi2Te 3.
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Fig. 4.14 the driving force for grain growth as a function of inverse grain size. The
dataset is fitted using a parabolic relationship, yielding an exponent 2.4. By

comparison, the line for an exponent of 5.5 is compared - which would yield a grain
growth exponent of 6.5, as indicated by Eqs. 14.6-4.81.

4.4.4 Thermal budget map

The engineering motivation of this study was to inform nc-Bi2 Te3 consolidation strategies, and device

operation limitations, with microstructural guidelines - in other words to allow microstructural

prediction based on a given thermal history. To meet this goal, in this section we present a visual
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thermal budget map that allows a direct comparison of commonly used thermal conditions, with the

grain growth constants that were determined in this study. In order to construct the map, the high

temperature grain growth constants that were quantified via the straight line fit to the high

temperature region of Fig. 4.7 are extrapolated to higher temperatures. The extrapolated grain growth

law is displayed as a series of contours, representing regular grain size intervals, where the

time/temperature path is defined by solving Eq. 4.1. The contours are indications of what the expected

grain size and microstrain will be under a given isothermal history. For example, the map predicts that

from a 23 nm starting grain size, a 2 hour anneal at a temperature of 500 "C would result in a grain

size of about I ptm.

The thermal history of expected processing steps and device operation conditions are overlaid in Fig

4.15. Two regions are shown; firstly the "TEG devices" box corresponds to the operational lifetimes

of TEG devices that are expected to withstand temperatures up to 230 "C, with operational lifetimes

of tens of years. Secondly the "powder consolidation" box corresponds to typical sintering techniques

used to consolidate bulk materials, which are at temperatures of 450-500 0C, for times ranging from a

few minutes (in the case of Spark-Plasma Sintering) to a few hours (in the case of furnace sintering).

By comparing the different grain size contours that intersect these two boxes, we see that for typical

powder consolidation routes, device operation is not expected to cause degradation in the properties.

I.e. these materials - if consolidated at high temperature - will be stable for very long timescales.

Interestingly, if we want to consolidate materials with grain sizes on the order of 100 nm, the

consolidation time must be on the order of a second or less. Such rapid consolidation processes are

possible with techniques such as shock-wave consolidation, however these processes are difficult to

control precisely with a timed short thermal excursion. This suggests that in order to consolidate a

truly nanocrystalline material, efforts to engineer more thermally stable grain boundary structures

must be made, by using the addition of second phases, or by employing thermodynamic stabilization

techniques.
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Fig. 4.15 A "thermal budget map" showing the extrapolation of the generalized grain
growth law (Eq. 4.1) fitted to high temperature data, as a function of time and

temperature. Overlaid on the map are typical sintering conditions, as well as expected
conditions for TE generator device operation.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we show that grain growth in the nanocrystalline compound Bi2Te3 occurs according to
two regimes. At low temperatures, grain growth is controlled by defect annihilation processes,
followed by a high temperature regime that is controlled by long-range diffusion.

By studying the structural evolution via a comprehensive range of techniques, the low temperature
was shown to remove the majority of stored enthalpy in the material, despite minimal grain growth.
Chemical reordering of the lattice was shown to be dominant at the lowest temperatures, with
significant recovery occurring even at room temperature, while the remaining lattice strains that
characterise the low temperature region can be attributed to non-equilibrium grain boundary structure.
By analysing the grain size evolution via a generalized parabolic grain growth law, a relatively high
grain growth exponent of 6.5 is measured. The deviation from the conventional exponent of 2 can be
attributed to the non-linear variation in stored enthalpy with grain boundary area.

In engineering terms, the quantification of the grain growth constants - which to our knowledge are
the first for nanocrystalline thermoelectric material - set markers for the development of
nanocrystalline thermoelectrics. Furthermore, the thermal budget developed here suggests that in
order to consolidate bulk nanocrystalline structures, steps to engineer advanced thermal stability by
employing kinetic inhibitors or thermodynamically lowered grain boundary energies.
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Chapter 5: Solid state foaming

5.1 Introduction

In addition to grain growth that was treated in chapter 4, telluride compounds are unstable with

respect to significant porosity evolution during thermal annealing. This process is apparently

accelerated when materials are processed via non-equilibrium means. Better understanding of porosity

evolution is required in order to guide sintering operations, where components are subjected to

extreme thermal excursions. In addition, due to the relatively high temperatures experienced at the

hot-side of a thermoelectric module, and long expected component lifetimes, pores could also evolve

during service. Porosity can also lead component shape change and induced mechanical stresses or

cracking. This will degrade thermoelectric efficiency or even cause device failure. Despite a number

of anomalous reports of the phenomenon in telluride-based thermoelectric materials [71,72,107-109],

to our knowledge, no systematic study of the foaming process induced by intermetallic decomposition

has been made.

In this chapter we report the porosity evolution of bulk nanocrystalline samples of Bi 2Te 3 after the

powders have been consolidated by cold-pressing. Thermomechanical properties are measured using a

dilatometer up to a temperature of 550 C. Close attention is paid to the kinetics of porosity evolution,

which is related to the evolution of deformation induced defects and non-equilibrium phase separation

of the compound. The quantitative understanding developed makes it possible to predict the evolved

porosity as a function of temperature, and thus provide safe operating bounds for service life of TEGs

and other thermoelectric devices containing bismuth telluride.

5.2 Experimental methods

Nanocrystalline Bi2Te 3 powders were fabricated by mechanical alloying according to the methods

discussed in chapter 2 and 3. Milling media of 1.5 g were employed, at a milling frequency of 1060

rpm for 4 hours. Fig. 5.1(a) shows a transmission electron microscopy image (taken using a JEOL

2010 high resolution transmission electron microscope in bright field imagine mode) of the powders

after mechanical alloying, indicating an average grain size of about 30 nm.

Powder compacts were made by cold pressing approximately 0.76+0.01 g of resulting powders in a

uniaxial die press, operated inside the glovebox. Compacts were compressed in a tool steel die of 6

mm bore diameter, under a pressure of 750±20 MPa, to a relative density D=p/p*=0.905+0.005

(where p* is the specific gravity of Bi 2Te 3, taken to be 7.86 g/cc [16]. Figure 5.1(b) shows a scanning
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electron microscopy image (taken using a JSM-6610 SEM in secondary electron imaging mode) of a
compact cross-section, illustrating a high density in the as-pressed compact.

Fig. 5.1 Mechanically alloyed Bi2Te3 observed by (a) transmission electron microscopy
of the powders, showing nanocrystalline grain size of approximately 30nm in diameter,
and (b) scanning electron microscopy, after cold-pressing of the powders into a pellet,

showing a relative density of D=0.9.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments were

performed on the as-pressed compacts using a Mettler Toledo DSC/TGA 1 operated with a purge gas

of high purity argon. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) was performed in a Netzsch 402 F3
dilatometer, operated with a purge gas mixture of 3% H and remainder Ar. Each compact was heated

under constant, very low uniaxial stress (900 Pa) at a constant heating rate to the indicated set-point,
followed by air cooling. The temperature was monitored using an S-type thermocouple, which was

calibrated over the temperature range by monitoring the melting transitions of 6 metallic standards

(In, Sn, Bi, Pb, Zn, and Al). Thermal lag between sensor and sample was also accounted for by
repeating the calibration at various heating rates [195]. In all samples the expansion normal to the

compact-press loading direction was slightly greater than in the radial direction. Volumetric

expansion was inferred from length changes measured by TMA under an assumption that the aspect

ratio changed linearly with density change. Finally, to calculate the instantaneous porosity, thermal

expansion of both instrument and sample was corrected for. Instrumental expansion was measured by

running a "blank curve" using an Al 20 3 reference sample for each heating rate used, whilst sample

expansion was modelled by assuming a constant value of thermal expansion coefficient for Bi2 Te3

(taken to be 17x10-6 /K [196]).

After TMA, compact density was determined using a digital micrometer and microbalance, with

respective accuracies of ±5 ptm and ±10 ptg. Resulting porosity readings were compared with
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metallographic examination, by preparing cross sections using SiC paper 1200-4000 followed by

polishing with Colloidal Silica suspension (0.05pjm). A measure of the pore connectivity was made by

making a comparative density measurement using the Archimedes method, after grinding one side of

the compact to expose the pores. The compacts were immersed in a beaker of water which was

subsequently evacuated by a roughing pump for 1 hour to ensure complete infiltration of water into

the pores connected to any free surfaces.

5.3 Analysis of structure and phases present

As suggested in the introduction, the foaming behavior of Bi 2Te 3 is governed principally by the

microstructure of the sample, and hence a preliminary discussion of the expected phases - and how

they differ in the case of mechanically milled samples - is crucial for interpretation of our results. As

a first point to facilitate later understanding of non-equilibrium alloys, we consider firstly samples

made by solidification from a stoichiometric melt. According to the equilibrium phase diagram in

Fig. 5.2a [197], the first material to crystallize is Bi-rich with a composition of about 40.065% due to

a tendency for the compound to form Bie antisite defects [16]. As a result the material will be

intrinsically p-type. However if Te-rich samples are made by forming an over-pressure the sample

will be n-type due to TeBi antisites. Fig. 5.2(a) indicates the change in dominant carrier either side of

the Bi 2Te3 stoichiometry.

In mechanically milled Bi 2Te3 however the equilibrium phase diagram does not apply; materials

prepared at stoichiometric compositions phase separate despite being nominally within the single-

phase region of the line-compound. This phenomenon can be explained as follows: During severe

plastic deformation an excess of point defects in the form of anti-sites are produced. Point defect

production can be tracked by deviations in lattice parameters from the equilibrium values with

decreasing grain size (chapter 3). (ii) when material is subsequently annealed, these defects react to

produce an excess of Tellurium vacancies, as proposed by Navratil and co-workers [155]:

2Vig + 3VTie + Bi'e -+- VB'j + Bixi + 4VTye + 3e'

These excess VTe results in strongly n-type behavior [43] even in p-type alloy chemistries. This

concept can be visualized in the schematic phase diagram in Fig. 5.2(b), where the Bi 2Te 3 line

compound is shifted to the Bi-rich side. What this defect reaction means is that in the deformed state,

the forced line compound is constitutionally supersaturated with Te, resulting in precipitation of a Te-

rich phase during annealing. As a result, when Bi 2Te3-based compounds are prepared via MA, usually

a strong Te-rich eutectic phase signature is observed in a DSC trace [36,198,199]. Indeed we observe

the same eutectic melting peak in the DSC here, which is shown in Fig. 5.2(c). The DSC signal shows
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an exothermic transition beginning at about 410 0C, corresponding to the eutectic phase

transformation (Te + Bi2 Te3 --+ L) at 413 "C [200]. The total heat release is 2.1±0.5 J/g, which is

equivalent to 3 % of Te in the Te-rich phase, and 97 % in the Bi2Te3-rich phase (based on an enthalpy

of fusion for Te of 17.4 kJ/mol [201]).
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Phase diagram of the Bi-Te phase according to Satterthwaite and Ure 11971,
showing that at stoichiometric compositions, a single phase is predicted. (b) A

schematic phase diagram based after plastic deformation, whereby the line compound
is shifted to Bi-rich compositions, resulting in a two phase region at the Bi2Te3

stoichiometry. This phase separation is observed in the Te-rich peaks that emerge in
XRD linescans of samples annealed at successively higher temperatures (c), via eutectic
melting peak in DSC (d) and by TEM micrographs (e), and (f) taken after annealing at

330, and 400 'C respectively for 2 hours.

Observations of precipitates of the Te-rich phase below the eutectic temperature are shown in the

TEM micrographs of Fig. 5.2(d), (e) and (f), which were taken of samples held isothermally for 2

hours at 260, 330 and 400 'C respectively. The size of precipitates increases with increasing annealing

temperature due to coarsening.
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5.4 Results

Figure 5.3(a) illustrates the average porosity, labelled P and calculated as P = 1 - D, as a function of

annealing temperature for a compact heated to 550 'C at a rate of 3 K/min. The onset of significant

porosity change occurs at approximately 350 'C, which is followed by a sharp transient to a peak rate

of porosity evolution at approximately 408 0C. This is about the same temperature as the eutectic

melting peak, which is shown in Fig. 5.3(b) for comparison. Upon further heating, P increases at a

markedly slower rate toward a final porosity Pf = 0.51. The measurement of Pf from TMA is

supported by manual density measurement and optical stereology, which yield values of Pf= 0.48 and

0.52 respectively.

The mass flow via TGA for a nominally identical sample to that in Fig. 5.3(a) is shown in Figure

5.3(b) alongside the DSC signature, which is acquired under the same heating conditions as above.

The TGA curve shows a monotonic mass loss, beginning at approximately 400 0C, resulting in a

cumulative mass change of 1.04 % that can be attributed solely to evaporation of Te, since the vapor

pressure of Te is approximately 103 times that of Bi at these temperatures [202].
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Porosity evolution at a heating rate of 3 K/min along with (b) heatflow by
differential scanning calorimetry and mass loss by thermogravimetric analysis. At the
eutectic point, Te + Bi 2Te3 -- L, as shown by a peak in the heatflow signal, there is a

corresponding slowing in the rate of porosity increase, whilst simultaneously the onset
of mass loss begins.

The evolution in pore structure is depicted in Fig. 5.4, by optical micrographs taken after heating

compacts at 3 K/min to various temperatures. The final porosities for compacts annealed at 400, 450,

500, and 550 'C are P=0.26, 0.32, 0.40, and 0.48 respectively - as measured by macroscopic density

measurements. These density measurements agree with stereoscopic densities to within ±0.05

porosity. Initially, a mixture of isolated micro-scale and larger pores grow - with the largest pores
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approximately 50-100 pm in diameter. At higher temperatures, pores begin to impinge upon one

another, and the images in Fig. 5.4 suggest coalescence into larger connected structures.

30300 pm

3000 m

Fig. 5.4 Optical micrographs of cross-sections taken from compacts heated to various
temperatures, showing the evolution in pore volume fraction and morphology.

Faster heating rates lead to lower final porosity, as represented in Fig. 5.5(a). This is evidenced by

macroscopic porosities of P=0.40, 0.40, 0.38, and 0.37 for samples heated at 1, 3, 10, and 30K/min

respectively to 500 C. This is due to delayed onset of porosity at higher heating rates - visualized

more clearly in Fig. 5.5(b) - which shows the rate of change in porosity, (dP/dt), normalized by the

heating rate. The two peaks in (dP/dt) correspond firstly to the onset of foaming - hereafter referred to

as the "onset-peak" - and secondly to the maximum at the eutectic temperature - hereafter referred to

as the "eutectic-peak". The derivative curve clearly shows that the onset-peak is strongly dependent

on heating rate, whereas the eutectic-peak occurs isothermally at an average temperature of 408 C,

irrespective of heating rate.

The effective activation energy for the foaming process corresponding to the onset-peak can be

extracted using a Kissinger analysis [ref]:

#/Tc2 = exp(Q/RTc) [5.1]
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where # and T, are the heating rate and temperature of the onset-peak respectively. Fig. 5.6 plots P/T

against I/T for the onset-peak and eutectic-peak in foaming rate in Fig. 5.5. The gradient of the line of

best fit reveals an activation energy of 270 kJ/mol for the process corresponding to the onset-peak.

The eutectic-peak is not amenable to a Kissinger analysis because there was no measureable

temperature shift.
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Fig. 5.5 Above: Porosity evolution curves for various heating rates between 1 and 20

K/min, showing increasing porosity with decreasing heating rate. Below: Derivative of

the porosity curve showing a shift in the onset of porosity with heating rate, indicating

that the porosity onset is controlled by diffusion. By contrast, the maximum in rate of

porosity increase occurs isothermally at the eutectic temperature of 410 "C (as

measured by DSC) regardless of the heating rate.
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Fig. 5.6 A Kissinger plot of the peak temperature in foaming rate from Fig. 5.5 show

that the onset-peak has an activation energy of 270 kJ/mol, whilst the eutectic-peak
occurs isothermally at 408 'C.
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The pore connectivity can be determined by comparing the micrometer-measured total porosity, P,

with the Archimedes method which is a measure of closed porosity, Pcloscd. Fig 5.7 plots these two

quantities on the primary y-axis, while the secondary y-axis plots the fraction of open porosity,

fopen-(P- Pcioscd )/P, as a function of maximum compact annealing temperature. A value of fopenO=

corresponds to completely closed pores, i.e. zero water infiltration occurs after compact immersion,

while a value of fopen=1 corresponds to completely open pores, i.e. they are completely infiltrated by

water after immersion. The open porosity fraction starts at approximately fopen=0. 6 at 300 'C and falls

to about fopen=O.1 at 400 'C where it remains up to the highest annealing temperature. The low fopen

value at high temperatures confirms that the evolved pore walls are closed.
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Fig. 5.7 The relative density of the compacts, as measured via the Archimedes method
(open symbols) and in air (closed symbols) can reveal the connectivity of the pores. The

resulting infiltration parameter remains relatively low for all samples above 400 "C,
indicating that pores are not connected.

To further clarify the pore structure, Fig. 5.8 shows an optical micrograph (a) alongside an SEM

micrograph taken at higher magnification (b) of the same region of the 550 'C compact cross section.

Due to the much greater depth of view in the SEM, the structure of the pore wall can be seen. A

hierarchical morphology is revealed where each pore is comprised of many smaller ones.
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Fig. 5.8 An SEM image of a cross section of a compact heated to 550 0 C reveals a
hierarchical pore structure, where the large pores shown in Fig. 4 consist of many

smaller pores that group together.

Pores nucleate primarily on precipitates, as shown by the TEM micrograph in Fig. 9 for a compact

annealed at 400 C for 2 hours, with a final porosity of P=0.29. The micrograph shows that all the

pores present are abutted by precipitates - seen as regions of light and dark contrast respectively.

Fig. 5.9 A TEM image of a cross section of a compact heated to 400 0 C reveals tendency
of pores to nucleate on precipitates.

5.5 Discussion

A quantitative analysis of the porosity evolution is difficult for two reasons. Firstly, the lack of high

quality diffusion and creep data for Bi 2Te3 - which are usually required for modelling pore growth -

presents a challenge. The second difficulty is that due to the highly non-equilibrium nature of the

starting material - recovery, grain growth, phase separation, and eutectic melting occur

simultaneously during annealing, making it difficult to compare experimental data to theory.

Therefore in the following discussion, our analysis is mainly qualitative, employing only a semi-

quantitative analysis in considering the relative importance of specific phenomena.
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5.5.1 Driving force for pore growth:

Foaming of Bi2Te 3 is broadly driven via decomposition of the intermetallic into BiTe3 and a Te-rich

eutectic at high temperatures. However an explicit understanding of the origins of stress that forces

deformation around a growing pore, remain unclear. Certainly the abnormally high vapor pressure of

Te [203] provides some driving force, however it also possible that residual trapped gas coming out of

solution could play a role.

Regardless of the origins of the internal stress, it is true that in order for a pore to grow, the stress

must exceed the interfacial stress that results from the increase in surface area. A simple force balance

gives the required internal pressure to prevent the pore from sintering:

P 2y [5.2]
r

where r is the pore radius and y is the surface energy. For Te, y=0.36J/m 2 [204], and from Fig. 5.4 the

approximate pore radius is 50 um, which gives a required internal pore pressure of about p=I0kPa. In

the following discussion we consider the possible origins of stress.

Tellurium vapor pressure

One driving force for foaming can be attributed to the decomposition of BiTe into a Te-rich eutectic

phase at elevated temperatures, resulting in large vapor pressure above the Te-rich phase. Evidence

for the phase separation process is given in Fig. 5.2, while Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show that the peak

foaming rate coincides with the eutectic transformation. To investigate the role of Te content further,

non-stoichiometric compacts were prepared in the range 58 at. % Te to 62 at. % Te. The resulting

porosity evolution is reported in Fig. 5.10. The results confirm the role of the Te phase in driving

porosity, in that the Te-poor samples (58 and 59) display improved resistance to porosity; until

temperatures above 500 C. These samples are prepared within the Bi2Te3+BiTe phase field, and

therefore the Te-rich eutectic phase is not present. The vapor pressure above these phases is much

lower than above Te-rich liquid. By contrast the Te-rich samples (61, and 62) show much enhanced

rates, reaching final porosities of 0.55 and 0.62, as compared to 0.48 at stoichiometric compositions.
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Fig. 5.10 Porosity evolution at non-stoichiometric compositions. When the compound is
forced to the Bi-rich compositions (x=0.58, 0.59), porosity formation is suppressed, due

to the absence of Te-rich eutectic. At Te-rich compositions (x=0.61, 0.62), porosity
formation is further enhanced due to excess Te phase.

Te has an abnormally large vapor pressure above it, and as such has been observed to cause bubble

formation in Bi 2Te3 that is solidified from the melt [205]. The vapor pressure of Te over the solid Te

and Bi 2Te3 has been measured by Brebrick using optical density measurements [203]. Fig. 5.11 shows

a plot of the vapor pressure above liquid and solid Te between 360 and 510 "C. The equilibrium vapor

pressure of Te over the liquid and the solid are the given by the equations:

log PoS"'(atm) = -8.001 x 10 3 /T + 7.540

log poli (atm) = -5.9602 x 10 3 /T + 4.7192
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Fig. 5.11 Vapor pressure above pure Te as a function of temperature.
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The vapour pressure above the liquid Te phase given by Eq. 5.4 - which is on the order of 10-10OPa -
is thus relatively small compared to our estimation from Eq. 5.2 of 10 kPa. However in the beginnings
of phase separation, the precipitate size will be very small, which will incur an increase in vapor
pressure due to interface curvature. The non-equilibrium vapor pressure, pok for a solid or liquid with
radius of curvature, r, is given by the kelvin equation [206]:

POr _ P0 . exp [5.5]

where P0 is the vapor pressure over a flat surface, y is the surface energy, Vm is the molar volume, T is
the temperature and R is the molar gas constant. Fig. 5.12 shows the vapor pressure of above the Te
phase a function of diameter of Te precipitate for a series of temperatures between 400 0C and 500 0C.
Overlaid on the plot is the vapor pressure estimate from Eq. 5.4 which intersects the modified vapour
pressure curves at a precipitate size of about 1 nm.
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Fig. 5.12 Vapor pressure above Te as a function of precipitate size. Based on the
estimated internal pressure pore pressure from Eq. 5.5, the Te vapor pressure will

equilibrate with the pore pressure at a precipitate size on the order of 1 nm.

Trapped gas

Secondly we consider the possibility of expansion of trapped gas being incorporated into the powders

during milling and subsequent cold-pressing. The expansion of trapped gas is a common method of

solid-state foaming by annealing of compacts made via Hot Isostatic Pressing of powders in an
overpressure of Argon [207]. Expansion of trapped gas has been shown to cause pore expansion in
cryo-milled Cu powders [208], and trapped gas is well known to prevent full density from being

reached in during the final stages of sintering operations. The possibility of incorporating trapped gas
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during MA is unlikely however due to the very low solubility of Argon in metals. Furthermore, flash

evaporated films [109] and hand-crushed ingots [107] were also reported to exhibit thermal induced

porosity, which do not involve mechanical alloying and therefore trapping of gas during milling is

improbable. It could also be argued that a small amount of gas could be trapped between pressed

particles during cold pressing. The quantity of gas can be estimated via the relative density of the as-

pressed powders, which was about P=0.1, which is relatively small compared to the P=0.48 that was

achieved in the case of the sample annealed at 550 C.

To test the possibility of trapped gases being incorporated via the methods discussed above, two

control experiments were performed. The first was to fabricate a compact in vacuum from

mechanically alloyed powders, and the second was to compress a compact in Argon from powders

that were not mechanically alloyed. The behaviour of these compacts is compared in Fig. 5.13 to the

curve taken from Fig. 5.3. The compact pressed in vacuum approximately overlays with the compact

pressed in Argon, to within experimental error, confirming that trapped Argon gas from the pressing

procedure does not contribute considerably to porosity. The results of Fig. 5.13, along with the

discussion above suggest that trapped gas does not play a significant role, although it cannot be

eliminated completely.

nano-
vacuum

0.4

0.3 nano-
argon

0.2
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0.1 grained

300 400 500
T (0 C)

Fig. 5.13 Porosity as a function of temperature for compacts pressed in vacuum, and

from commercially obtained powders, compared to the conventional compact pressed

in Argon. The vacuum sample overlays, confirming trapped gas plays no role. By

comparison, the commercial compact exhibits delayed porosity onset.
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5.5.2 Deformation mechanism during pore growth:

With the above understanding of the driving force for grain growth, we now turn to the deformation

mechanisms that can accommodate pore growth. Based on the equilibrium pore size, the vapor

pressure was estimated to be on the order of 10 kPa. This is equivalent to a normalized shear stress

y/pi, of about 10-6, which is comparatively small compared to typical dislocation creep stresses. It is

therefore unlikely that typical dislocation creep can accommodate the flow. It is therefore likely that

Bi2 Te3 deforms via diffusive creep. To estimate transport rates, the grain size at the eutectic point can

be estimated by employing the grain growth equation for a scanning experiment [185]:

dn(t) = dn(0) + k(T) (kB2) [5.6]

in where d, kB, and b, are the grain size, Boltzmann's constant and heating rate respectively, and n,

k(T), and Q are the grain growth exponent, kinetic constant and activation energy respectively that

were measured recently in nc-Bi2Te 3 (chapter 4). Despite the large shift in transient temperatures, the

estimated grain sizes are nearly constant at 171, 168, 164 and 164 nm for heating rates of 1, 3, 10, and

20 K/min respectively. This small grain size is consistent with a grain boundary transport regime.

The grain boundary diffusion can be estimated on the basis of literature trends in grain boundary

materials [164]. The diffusivity can be estimated according to the equation:

SDGB = Doexp(-BTm/T) [5.7]

where 6 is the grain boundary width which we assume to be 1 nm, and B is a dimensionless grain

boundary diffusion activation energy, B=Q/RTm-, which is on average between 10 and 15 for most

materials [164] - and here we assume the average value of 12.5. Finally, Do is the attempt frequency

which is between about 10-1 and 10-" for most materials [164] and which we take to be an average of

approximately 10-14. As a result, at the eutectic temperature, we estimate the grain boundary

diffusivity to be on the order of 10-12 m2/s.

We can now estimate the coble creep rate on the basis of our estimated grain boundary diffusivity

using the equation for coble creep [209]:

427IDGBO S5f1[58Ess T [5.8]

where Q is the atomic volume, G is the applied stress which we take to be the pore pressure, p= I0kPa,

and d is the grain size. Substituting for the estimated parameters: Do= 10-42 m2/s; T=686 K; D=170 nm

yields a strain rate of 10-3 s-1. Comparing this to the peak strain rates observed on a global scale in the
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compacts - which at its peak are approximately 10-10 4 s4 - the estimated coble creep stress is

adequate to accommodate pore growth.

5.5.3 Porosity evolution:

With an understanding of the likely deformation mechanism that accommodates the growing pore, we

are now in a position to analyse the porosity evolution curves that were shown in Fig. 5.3, and in more

detail as a function of heating rate in Fig 5.5. We consider the curve into two sections: (i) the leading

transient before the eutectic; and (ii) the secondary transient after the eutectic.

Initial transient

The leading transient is notably characterised by a temperature heating rate dependent onset of

porosity, which is shown by a shift in the onset in Fig 5.5(a) and by a shift in the primary peak in Fig.

5.5(b). The temperature shift can be attributed to some thermally-activated kinetic process, which we

assume to be due to a peak in the rate of creep. This idea is consistent with the magnitude of the

activation energy for the initial transient, which - as shown in Fig. 5.6 - was measured to be 270

kJ/mol. In the previous section it was shown that coble creep is the most likely deformation

mechanism. Eq. 5.8 showed that the strain rate will vary with the inverse cube of grain size, therefore

during grain growth the number of sites available to boundary transport will decrease with

temperature, while the diffusivity and vapour pressure will increase. The initial peak in foaming rate -

which is observed at all heating rates - can therefore be understood in terms of a trade-off between a

reduction in available diffusion sites, and an increase in the boundary diffusivity.

Secondary transient

The decrease in foaming rate that is observed at 408 0C is large and sudden; the rate falls by a factor

of 2 in about 10-20 seconds regardless of the heating rate. This is about the same rate as is observed

during discontinuous melting of pure metals and therefore likely to be limited by instrument response,

and not the sample. We therefore view the shoulder in porosity evolution at 408 0C the result of a an

instantaneous change from the melting of Te-rich precipitates, since this temperature is very close to

the eutectic temperature that was measured to be 410 0C by DSC in Fig. 5.3. We propose two possible

reasons as to why the phase transformation could cause a large drop in the foaming rate:

1) Vapor pressure drop - During melting, Te liquid could wet the inside of growing pores, thus

invoking a negative surface curvature which would immediately decrease the equilibrium

vapor pressure in a discontinuous fashion.

2) Chemical redistribution - At the eutectic point, the Te-rich phase would begin to dissolve Bi

from the matrix in order to follow the equilibrium solidus line. This would lower its vapor

pressure.
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5.5.4 Fine grained material stability

The reason for the enhanced foaming in after mechanical alloying can be explained on the basis of

both the increased driving force for pore growth and the enhanced kinetics of matter transport as a

result of the nanocrystalline state. The increased driving force was explained on the basis of a

constitutional supersaturation of Te atoms (section 5.3) as a result of mechanically induced defects.

This results in a higher vapour pressure (as discussed in section 5.5.1). In addition, the increased

kinetics can be explained on the basis of a large grain boundary area available for diffusive creep. The

enhanced porosity is shown explicitly in Fig. 5.11, where a compact made from coarse-grained

powders of the same nominal stoichiometry show also shows a significantly delayed onset of

porosity. In addition, the final macroscopic porosity was P=0.26 as compared to P=0.48 for the

nanocrystalline powder.

Although not enough literature data exists to corroborate the effect of grain size and mechanical

deformation on the degree of thermally induced porosity, Table 5.1 summarizes the available

literature reports. Not only is Bi2 Te3 susceptible but also several sulphide and telluride compounds.

Table. 5.1 Literature reports of thermally induced porosity for Telluride compounds.

As-prepared
grain size

Max annealing
temp. ("C)

Max porosity

Bi1 5 SbO.5 Te3 [107] Crushed and cold Not reported 500 0.11

BiO.5 Sbl.5 Te3 [107] press 500 0.13

PbTe [72] MM & HP 1-10 prm 450 0.22

Bi1 .5SbO.5Te3 [105] MM & HP Not reported 500 Not reported

Bi2 Seo.3Te*7 [108] Sinter Not reported 550 0.18

Bi2 Seo.3Te2.7 [109] Flash-evaporation 30 nm 350 Not reported

Bi 2 S3 [210] MM & SPS <100 nm 550 0.07

CuFeS2 [106] MA & SPS Not reported 650 0.11
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5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have shown that the foaming of cold-pressed nanocrystalline Bi 2Te3 results in a

spontaneous foaming, which is driven by phase separation of the compound into a Te-rich eutectic.

The degree of porosity increases with Te content due to the highly volatile nature of the Te rich phase.

By analysing the equilibrium pore size on the basis of competition between internal pore pressure and

surface energy, the internal stress within a pore is estimated. The pore stress is comparatively large

compared the equilibrium vapour pressure above the solid Te, however due to the relationship

between precipitate curvature and vapour pressure, very fine precipitates of Te can match the pore

stress if small enough. Under this internal stress, the resulting deformation around a growing pore can

be accommodated via coble creep, and therefore foaming is expected to be enhanced when the initial

grain size is small.

Despite the apparent ubiquity of porosity evolution in these materials, this is the only detailed study of

the foaming process we are aware of. The results are therefore of great interest for the advancement of

processing nanocrystalline thermoelectric materials, which are commonly fabricated via mechanical

alloying or other non-equilibrium means. Our results suggest that in order to minimize foaming

during powder consolidation, samples should be prepared at compositions that are slightly rich in

metallic species. In addition, the mechanistic understanding developed suggests some materials

design routes towards the mitigation of foaming. Traditional creep suppressers, such as second phase

particles can inhibit high temperature creep and thus present an opportunity to engineer materials with

higher dimensional stability.

While the results of this study are most pertinent to Bi 2Te3 and its solid solutions, the observations

have broader implications for the processing of other telluride compounds, and indeed chalcogenide

semiconductor compounds such as the sulphides and selenides, which have tend to form line

compounds with similarly narrow phase fields, retrograde solubility, and high vapour pressure in the

chalcogen rich region of the phase diagram.
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Chapter 6: Recrystallization, grain growth, and

thermoelectric performance of oxide-dispersed materials

6.1 Introduction

In chapters 4 and 5, the thermal instability of nanocrystalline thermoelectric compounds was

explored. It was suggested that to achieve improved thermal stability, materials with enhanced

resistance to grain growth and foaming must be developed. An attractive method for improving

stability is to employ insoluble inclusions, which act as pinning sites for grain boundaries, and in

addition tend to provide enhanced creep strength [119]. Although this strategy could be applicable to

nanocrystalline thermoelectric alloys, it has not yet been explored in detail.

The optimization of inclusion additions to thennoelectric materials would rely on deeper

microstructural understanding. In order to stabilize a fine grain size, the correct inclusion size, shape,

volume fraction and chemistry must be selected. Inclusion engineering must therefore be guided by a

quantitative understanding of microstructural evolution in thermoelectric materials. The

thermoelectric properties of materials with second phase oxide additions indicates favourable

properties [128] could be incurred, however no detailed study of microstructural evolution during heat

treatment has been reported.

The effect of second phase particles on recovery and grain growth is now relatively well understood

[77]. The static grain size following grain growth can be linearly related to the ratio of inclusion

particle size and volume fraction, i.e., D/f, via the Zener relation [120]. The original Zener theory can

adequately account for general grain size trends in experiments [211], even down to the nanoscale

[123], with departures from linear scaling above volume fractions of aboutf= 0.1, where a non-linear

relationship between grain size and D/f is predicted [212].

However, many other annealing-related microstructural phenomena can occur in the presence of

particles. For example, when the inclusion size is reduced below a certain critical size - on the order

20 nm - thermally activated unpinning of the grain boundary can become increasingly problematic

[213], leading to a grain size much greater than the Zener limit. As well as un-pinning, small particles

are also susceptible to being dragged along by the boundary via diffusive mechanisms, if the particle

is sufficiently mobile [214]. Under certain conditions inclusions can also promote abnormal grain

growth [215]. Finally, due to the enhanced deformation within the region neighbouring an inclusion,

particle stimulated nucleation of recrystallization can occur in highly deformed materials [216]. These

phenomena could be prevalent in mechanically alloyed and milled materials, which are of great

interest to the thermoelectric community. The final grain size will therefore be dictated by the
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interplay of many annealing related phenomena, which points to the need for systematic study of

inclusion related annealing phenomena in thermoelectric materials.

In this chapter we present a systematic microstructural investigation of a nanocrystalline Bi 2Te3 with a

fine dispersion of inert inclusions. For the inclusion phase, Yttria (Yttrium [III] Oxide) was selected,

on the basis of it being a well-studied oxygen scavenger, thus promoting high inclusion stability.

Interestingly, at low annealing temperatures particles tend to induce a larger final grain size in

comparison to the single phase alloy, while at higher temperatures particles induce a finer grain size.

Enhanced stability is maintained - rather encouragingly - to temperatures near the compound melting

point. This behaviour is explained in terms of the relative strength of boundary driving pressures

operating during the recovery and grain growth process. Finally, the engineering relevance of this

study is explored by consolidating thermoelements from the powders and investigating the density

evolution and transport properties of these materials are compared to pure Bi 2Te 3. As a result we

make several recommendations for selection of inclusions in thermoelectric materials based on

Bismuth Telluride.

6.2 Experimental methods

Characterisation and heat treatment

Powders were characterized by x-ray diffraction according to the procedures described in chapter 3.

In the analysis of XRD patterns of the two phase materials, the Bi2Te3 and Y20 3 crystal structures

were modelled using literature values for atomic positions [133], and refined for simultaneously.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the as-milled powders was performed using a JEOL

2010 high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) operated at an accelerating voltage

of 200 kV in bright field imaging mode. TEM specimens were prepared according to the method

described in chapter 3.

Annealing treatments were performed according to the same procedures as in chapter 4. Differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were performed on powders using a TA Instruments Q100

DSC operated with a purge gas of nitrogen and a liquid nitrogen cooling system. The instrument was

independently calibrated to within ±0.1 C using an In standard. All specimens were sealed inside an

aluminum pan and heated from -50 to 400 'C at 50 K/min. The irreversible stored enthalpy release

was obtained by integrating the area under the curve between the linear regions either side of the

exothermic region.
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Composite synthesis

Nanocrystalline Bi2 Te3 - Y2 0 3 composites were fabricated by mechanical alloying of elemental

powders Bi and Te with pre-oxidized Y20 3 nanoparticles. The Bi and Te powders were identical to

those used in previous chapters, with maximum particle diameters of 45 and 75 microns respectively,

while the Y2 0 3 particles (from Sigma Aldrich) had a mean particle diameter <50 nm. Fig. 6.1(a)

shows a representative TEM image of the Y20 3 nanoparticles, where a number of 20 nm grains are

agglomerated into a larger cluster, typical of the as-received condition. The XRD analysis as shown in

Fig. 6.1(b) is consistent with these observations, showing an estimated grain size of 23 nm, a

microstrain of 0.21 %, and a cubic body-centered crystal structure with a lattice parameter of a=1.061

nm.
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Fig. 6.1 (a) TEM of as-received Y203 particles showing a grain size of 20 nm, and (b)
XRD pattern of as-received powders indexed to the Y203 phase.

The powders were mechanically alloyed according to the procedures described in chapter 2, where it

was showed that the alloying process occurs rapidly during the initial stages of milling, with

continued treatment resulting in a minimum grain size after a specific mechanical energy dose of 32

kJ/g (see chapter 3). Hence, we employed this energy dose consistently to fabricate all samples in this

study, which was achieved using a ball-to-powder weight ratio of 5:1 using milling media of 1.5 g, at

a milling frequency of 1060 rpm for 4 hours.

Composites ranging from 0.5 wt. % to 15 wt. % Y20 3 were fabricated. We hereafter refer to these

samples as 0.5Y, 2Y, 5Y, IOY and 15Y, corresponding to the relevant wt. % Y 20 3 added. Mechanical

alloying of the composites occurred in a similar fashion to pure Bi 2Te3, with the final as-milled

microstructure varying little with additions of Y20 3. In particular, for all samples the mean grain size

was estimated to be 31± 2 nm, with a microstrain of 0.37 ± 0.03 %, and lattice parameters of a =
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0.4386 ± 0.0001 nm and c = 3.044 ± 0.002 nm, and can thus be considered comparable for the

purposes of analysis in this study.

During MA, the Y20 3 phase is not deformed significantly, due to its high hardness; the estimated

structural parameters of the Y20 3 phase via XRD remain unchanged before and after MA. The Y20 3

particles were generally found to be dispersed evenly, however some agglomerated particles

remained. To determine the particle size distribution of the dispersion, some milled composite

powders were annealed at 400 C for 2 hours and imaged via TEM. Fig. 6.2(a) shows a bright field

TEM image of the powders after annealing, revealing a bi-modal particle size distribution, consisting

of very fine single crystal particles with an average diameter of 20 nm, interspersed with large

polycrystalline aggregates of about 65 nm in diameter. Fig. 6.2(b) shows a particle size histogram -

taken from over 400 particle tracings - indicating a volume averaged spherical equivalent particle

diameter of 32 nm.
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Fig. 6.2 Size analysis of the Y2 0 3 particle dispersion showing (a) a representative TEM
image of milled and heat treated composite showing a bimodal distribution of particles,

with (b) a particle size histogram showing an average particle size of 32 nm

6.3 Results

Fig. 6.3 shows the evolution in XRD patterns for the 15Y composite powders after annealing at

successively higher temperatures for 2 hours. A restricted section of the patterns - between 25 and 55

degrees 2 theta - is shown for clarity. At each annealing temperature, all diffraction peaks can be

indexed to the rhombohedral Bi 2Te3 phase and the cubic Y20 3 phase, as labelled. The successive

narrowing of the diffraction peaks at increasing temperatures is indicative of an increase in grain size

and decrease in microstrain.
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Fig. 6.3 A series of XRD patterns for the 15Y composite after annealing at
temperatures between 403 and 803 K for 2 hours.

The evolution in stored enthalpy for the composite powders is shown in Fig. 6.4 alongside pure

Bi2 Te 3. The pure compound shows a broad exotherm between about 120 and 380 ". By comparison,

the exotherm for the composite powders becomes increasingly narrower with increasing Y2 0 3

content. The composite exotherm onset remains at about the same temperature, but ends significantly

earlier; by about 320 'C in the case of the 15Y sample. As a result, the peak heatflow becomes more

intense and is shifted to lower annealing temperatures. The total release in stored enthalpy shown at

the right of each curve - that is normalized per unit mass of Bi2 Te3 - increases somewhat with

increasing Y 20 3 content.
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Fig. 6.4 A series of DSC scans showing the release of stored enthalpy for composite
powders alongside the pure Bi2Te 3 alloy, showing increasing heat release at low

temperatures with increasing Y 20 3 content.

The kinetics of grain size evolution for the 15Y composite and the pure Bi 2Te3 is shown in Fig. 6.5,

which plots the XRD-determined grain size as a function of annealing time at 300 C. Pure Bi 2Te3

shows continuous grain growth, evolving to a grain size of about 150 nm after 2 hours. The data-

points have been fit with a grain growth exponent of 6.5, as determined in a previous study [ref]. By

contrast, the composite evolves rapidly to a grain size of about 70 nm after 2 minutes, where it

remains in a quasi-static state for prolonged annealing times.
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Fig. 6.5 The kinetics of grain growth for the pure Bi 2Te 3 and 15 wt. % Yttria powders
during annealing at 300 "C as determined by XRD.
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Fig. 6.6 shows the evolution in grain size (d), as a function of annealing temperature for the nano-

composites and single phase Bi2Te3 alloy. Grain size was determined using XRD for most samples;

however above 200 nm the grain size was measured using TEM and SEM. All data points were

collected after a 2 hour long annealing treatment. A monotonic increase in grain size is observed for

all materials; however two clear regions of behaviour emerge. In the low temperature region, T<250
0C, there is relatively little grain growth for the pure Bi 2Te3 alloy, but apparently enhanced grain

growth in the composite materials. For example at 180 C the 15Y composite and pure Bi2Te3 alloy

have d=52 and d=35 nm respectively, from a common starting grain size of 31 nm. This trend is

reversed at temperatures above 250 C where grain growth in the pure Bi 2Te3 alloy becomes rampant

relative to the composites; by 430 C the 15Y and pure samples reach grain sizes of about 94 nm and

2.6 tm respectively. The grain size of the composite materials above 250 0C also clearly decreases

with increasing Y20 3 content. For example, at the same temperature the 0.5Y sample reaches a gain

size of about 196 nm, about double the size of the 15Y sample. At higher annealing temperatures, the

grain size of the composites continues to increase mildly, however good thermal stability (<200 nm)

is retained up to the melting point, while the pure Bi2Te 3 material evolves to grain sizes on the order

of 5-10 pim.
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Fig. 6.6 The evolution of grain size with annealing temperature for the composite and
pure powders after 2 hour anneals. At 250 'C there is a transition from grain size

enlargement to grain size refinement for the composite materials.

Fig. 6.7 which shows TEM micrographs of (a) pure Bi2Te 3, (b) 0.5 wt. % Y20 3 and (c) 5 wt. % Y20 3,

taken after annealing at 430 *C for 2 hours. The grain sizes of the 0.5 and 5 wt. % Y 20 3 samples - as

measured stereologically - are 305 nm, and 224 nm respectively.
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Fig. 6.7 TEM comparison of the composite and pure powders after annealing at 430 "C
for 2 hours, showing finer grain size with increasing Y2 0 3 content.

Fig. 6.8 shows the evolution in microstrain and lattice parameters as determined via XRD. The

microstrain (c) - as depicted in the upper panel - shows a continual decrease with increasing

temperature. Similarly to the grain growth trends in Fig. 6.6, the composite powders show enhanced

recovery below 250 "C, and thus lower microstrain values, but above 250 C the reverse is true. For

example the 15Y and OY alloys have ,=0.06 and ,=0.20 at 180 C respectively, but at 330 "C the same

alloys have c=0.02 and c=0. At higher annealing temperatures still, the composites evolve towards a
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microstrain that is fairly constant with temperature, but that increases with increasing Y20 3 content.

The lattice parameter evolution (c/a) - as shown in the lower panel - is more complicated because it

is not monotonic with annealing temperature. At temperatures below 250 0C, the c/a ratio increases

from about 6.94 in the as-milled state towards the literature value c/a ratio (which has been measured

to be 6.953 [133]). However, above 250 "C a divergence in the lattice parameter is observed, with the

pure alloy showing a dramatic decrease in c/a ratio, which can be attributed to decomposition of the

compound. Conversely, the composite samples show an increasing c/a ratio trend at higher

temperatures.
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Fig. 6.8 The evolution of microstrain, (Upper panel) and lattice c/a ratio (lower panel)
with annealing temperature for the composite and pure powders after 2 hour anneals.

6.4 Discussion

The most interesting effect of particle additions is the crossover seen in Fig. 6.6, where the particles

not only slow grain growth at high temperatures, but apparently enhance grain growth at low

annealing temperatures. The lower-temperature phenomenon is reminiscent of particle stimulated

nucleation (PSN) of recrystallization, in which new grains are nucleated at the particles, leading to

grain size reduction, although PSN is generally rarely observed around nano-scale <100 nm particles

[217]. The higher-temperature phenomenon is reminiscent of thermally activated particle unpinning,

as could be expected for very small pinning particles [213]. In the following we discuss the origins of
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these phenomena and their expected prevalence with respect to particle size, volume fraction and

annealing temperature.

6.4.1 Criterion for PSN

Evidence for particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) of recrystallization is given by the enhanced grain

growth and recovery in the composite materials at low annealing temperatures. This behavior is

further evidenced via the DSC signatures of Fig. 6.5, which show enhanced stored enthalpy release at

low temperatures relative to the pure Bi 2Te 3 alloy, indicative of an accelerated grain growth and strain

release process.

PSN in nanocomposite materials is generally unexpected due to the decreasing tendency for PSN as

the size of the particle is reduced, as explored systematically during recrystallization of cold worked

aluminum with oxide particles [216]; below a certain particle size, that is dependent on the level of

deformation, PSN could not be observed. The driving force for PSN is enhanced plastic defect content

produced around the undeformable particles, which provides a surplus driving force for

recrystallization. In addition, the particle surface can in some cases provide a preferred heterogeneous

nucleation site. The increase in stored enthalpy with increasing Y20 3 content, as shown in Fig. 6.4,

indicates that the particles could have a greater degree of stored enthalpy in their vicinity.

In order to assess the likelihood of PSN, we first consider the various forces acting on a moving grain

boundary during a recrystallization event in a two-phase material. In general, the driving pressure for

growth of a recrystallization front (PD) is due to the stored deformation enthalpy within the grain into

which it is growing. Opposing this pressure are two boundary contributions which tend to shrink the

recrystallizing nucleus. The first is a Zener pinning pressure (Pz) from the second phase particles, and

the second is the boundary curvature pressure (Pc). The net driving pressure on a migrating boundary

is then [77]:

P = PD PZ ~ PC = Estored -- Y -Yd [6.1]

Where Estored is the stored enthalpy with the grain interior, f is the volume fraction of particles, Yb is

the grain boundary energy, and D is the particle diameter. The simplest criterion for particle simulated

nucleation considers the case where a nucleus of diameter d, is growing on a particle of diameter D,

assuming that due to surface minimization, D=d [77], and in addition the Zener pinning pressure is

neglected since it is usually small compared to the stored enthalpy in the grain. The condition for PSN

is then:

D = 4
Yb [6.2]

Estored
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However, as shown in Fig. 6.2, there is not a single particle size in this study, but rather a bimodal

distribution of D. The effect of a bimodal particle size distribution is two-fold, since the largest

particles provide favourable sites to nucleate recrystallized grains, while the smaller particles exert an

increased pinning pressure. The recrystallization behaviour of a bimodal particle size distribution was

studied in detail [218]. These two effects can be modelled by assuming that the driving pressure for

recrystallization, PD, is offset by the Zener pinning pressure, Pz, where Pz is assumed to be governed

by the diameter of the smaller particles, and the critical nucleation size is for the larger particles. The

critical particle size for growth of a nucleus is then given by [77]:

D = 4 Yb - 4Yb [6.3]
PD~~Z Estored- 3

fYb/Dmin

Where Dmin is the diameter of the smaller pinning particles. Thus as the size of the finest particles

decreases, the Zener pinning force increases, and the critical particle size for PSN increases.

In order to calculate the values of the critical pinning particle diameter in Eq. 6.3, we consider the

grain boundary energy and driving force for recrystallization from the grain interior. The grain

boundary energy for a random relaxed boundary in Bi2 Te3 was recently measured via calorimetry to

be Yb=0. 2 6 J/m 2 (chapter 4). The driving force for recrystallization can then be calculated by

subtracting the grain boundary enthalpy from the total stored enthalpy [185]:

Estored = Etotai - 2 gVyb [6.4]

where g is a geometric factor accounting for the grain shape, which is estimated to be 1.3 ± 0.2 [185],

and V is the molar volume. The average stored enthalpy in the composite powders is 6.7 J/g, from

which the stored enthalpy in the grain interior is calculated to be 2.8 J/g.

Fig. 6.9 shows a plot of Dcrit as a function of volume fraction of pinning phase as given by Eq. 6.3.

Several lines for the minimum particle diameters have been plotted, according to Dmin=2, 5, 10, 20,

and 50 nm. The lines intercept the y-axis at approximately 47 nm, which is the minimum particle size

limit given by Eq. 6.2 in the limit of no Zener pinning pressure. Superimposed on the plot are the

agglomerated and single crystal particles at a range of volume fractions used in this study that were

observed in Fig. 6.2(a) and quantified in Fig. 6.2(b). The plot shows that the single crystal particles

are unlikely to exhibit PSN, since they lie below the Dmi,=20 nm line, however the larger particles are.

The plot also shows that as the size of the smallest particles is reduced, the Zenner pinning force for a

given volume fraction increases, and therefore Dcrit increases, indicating decreasing likelihood for

PSN being observed.
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Fig. 6.9 The criterion for the critical maximum particle size to exhibit particle
stimulated nucleation of recrystallization is plotted against volume fraction of second

phase particles. For the smaller particle size fraction, a number of contours are plotted,
for different particle sizes, where the 20 nm line is relevant to this study. The volume

fractions and maximum particle diameters are plotted as squares, revealing that PSN is
predicted to occur around the largest particles but not the smallest ones.

6.4.2 Particle accelerated vs inhibited growth

In the previous section it was shown that particle stimulated recrystallization of grains could result in

acceleration of grain growth at low temperatures. At higher temperatures however, Fig. 6.6 shows that

the grain size of the composites becomes finer. As a result there is a transition from a regime where

particles accelerate grain growth, to a regime where particles retard grain growth. The transition is

broadly due to a large decrease in the driving force for recrystallization, as the particle as recovery of

the grain interiors occurs, and the stored enthalpy falls. If boundary mobility is assumed not to

change, then transition from acceleration to retardation can be considered as the point where the

driving force for particle stimulated nucleation of recrystallization in the particle containing alloy is

equal to the driving force for grain growth in the pure alloy.

In order to estimate the driving force we must first consider the stored enthalpy within the grain

interior, Estored. In the previous section, we estimated Estored in the as-milled state. However in this case

we wish to consider the evolution of Estored as a function of grain size during an annealing treatment.

Experimentally, Estored for the pure Bi 2Te3 compound of initial grain size 23 nm was found to vary

according to the equation (chapter 4):

Estored = C [6.5]
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where n was determined to be n=2.5±0.5, and c was a constant, found to be about c=5.6e-12 J/m 3
+".

The stored enthalpy in the composite powders can be expected to follow a similar grain size trend to

the pure material as shown by Fig. 6.10, which shows a plot of the microstrain as a function of inverse

grain size for annealed composites, as well as pure Bi 2Te 3 powders. The composite microstrain shows

a similar trend similar to pure Bi2 Te3, which are both fit with a parabolic grain size trend with the

same exponent of n=2.5, but different value of c, due to the different as-milled grain sizes in the two

studies.

0.4 o pure Bi2Te 3

0.3 . composites

- fit: e = c/d2 .
& 0.2 - 0

0.1

0 - 0

20 40 60 80100 300
d (nm)

Fig. 6.10 The microstrain of the pure compound (data taken from chapter 4) and
composite materials (this chapter) as a function of grain size - which is plotted on a
logarithmic scale. Both sets of data are fitted with a parabolic relationship with an

exponent of 2.5.

The fact that the composite powders follow a quantitatively similar trend in grain size dependence

means that it is reasonable to assume Estored will follow a similar trend. As a result, the driving force

for recrystallization (in the composite) and grain growth (in the pure alloy) are given by the

expressions:

PPSN3f Yb 
4

Yb [6.6]d2.5~ D d

Pgrowth - [6.7]

Fig. 6.11 shows a plot of the driving forces for PSN and grain growth as a function of grain size. At

the lower grain sizes the driving force for PSN is higher than that for grain growth, and at larger grain

sizes vice versa. The crossover between the driving force curves is the point at which the driving force

for grain growth becomes greater, corresponding to a transition from particle-accelerated growth to

particle-inhibited growth. Several PSN driving force curves have been plotted, corresponding to the

various volume fractions used in this study. As the volume fraction of particles is increased, the

transition grain size is shifted to lower values. This makes intuitive sense; the pinning force of
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particles tends to inhibit particle stimulated nucleation. Thus we can predict the following parameters

to affect the transition grain size, drans :

Volume fraction - as f increases, dtrans decreases due to enhanced Zener pinning. This is also in

accordance to what is observed in this study; a linear interpolation between the grain size data for the

0.5Y and 15Y samples yields a transition grain size of 90 nm and 61 nm respectively.

Particle size - D has a complicated effect on dtrans. For the smallest particles, an increase in D will

increase dtrans due to a reduction in Zener pinning. However for the larger particles the reverse is true.

We note that if the largest particle size is below the as-milled grain size, PSN is unlikely to occur.

Excess stored enthalpy - as the Estored increases, dtrans increases due to a greater driving force for

recrystallization. The Estored is a parameter that is dependent on the material properties as well as the

powder processing method. In chapter 3 it was shown that Estorcd could be increased by employing

lower energy milling conditions.

particles particles

1010 accelerate retard

109
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Fig. 6.11 The driving force for particle stimulated nucleation of recrystallization is
higher at smaller grain sizes. At larger grain sizes however the driving force for grain
growth becomes larger. This causes a transition from particle-accelerated growth to

particle-inhibited growth.

6.5 Engineering Relevance

The enhanced thermal stability of the composite materials over the pure compound at elevated

temperatures has some important implications for the engineering of thermoelectric materials. The

very fine retained microstructures - which were shown to be typically in the range 100-200nm - are

likely to impart enhanced thermoelectric properties, as well as enhanced densification characteristics.

To investigate these properties, several compacts were made from the powders studied above. In what

follows, we show that thermoelements made from the composite powders exhibit better consolidation

characteristics - and enhanced thermoelectric properties as a result of the retained fine grain structure.
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Next, more industrially relevant routes to composite synthesis were investigated. We demonstrate that

in-situ production of Y2 0 3 nanoparticles is possible, which is a more cost effective technique.

Finally, we make several recommendations for selection of inclusions in thermoelectric materials

based on Bismuth Telluride.

6.5.1 Improved densification of composites

Oxide particle dispersed alloys are well known to endow high temperature creep resistance, since they

tend to as defect trapping sites. To investigate the effect of Y2 0 3 nanoparticles additions, several

compacts were made via the procedures outlined in chapter 5, at various chemistries between 0.5 and

10 wt. % Y20 3. The resulting porosity evolution is shown in Fig. 6.12. The porosity evolution, AP

decreases dramatically with increasing Y20 3 content; at 500 0C a porosity increase of AP=0.3 is

observed in the case of the pure compound, compared to an increase of between AP=0.07 and AP=-

0.01 in the case of the 0.5Y and 10Y samples respectively. These results are backed up by

macroscopic density measurements on the compacts after TMA, which are indicated as squares next

to the curves.

0.4 wt. %
0.4 YO:

2 3

0.3
0

AP 0.2

0.1

05
0 5

10

200 300 400 500

Temperature (0C)

Fig. 6.12 Porosity evolution for composites in comparison to the pure compound. The
additions of Y2 0 3 particles inhibit foaming, which is backed up by macroscopic density

measurements indicated on the plot.

Micrographs of the compacts (taken using a JSM-6610 SEM in secondary electron imaging mode) are

shown in Fig. 6.13, after heating to 550 C in the TMA. The images show fracture surfaces of the

compacts, which reveals the grain boundary and pore structure. The decrease in porosity with

increasing Y20 3 content that is shown in Fig. 6.12 is reflected by the decrease in pore size and

frequency in the micrographs, as well as a finer grain structure.
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Fig. 6.13 Fracture surface of compacts taken after heating to 550 'C in the TMA. Both
porosity and grain size are shown to decrease with increasing Y20 3 content.

The improved resistance to foaming displayed by the composites is encouraging from an engineering

perspective, but cannot be explained readily without detailed study. A large number of chemical and

structural defects are introduced into these materials as a result of deformation, and second phase

particles are likely to interact with these in a number of ways. Nevertheless, the enhanced resistance

to porosity formation is encouraging from an engineering perspective and offers opportunities for

further study.

6.5.2 Enhanced thermoelectric properties

To compare the transport properties of the composites to the pure compound, thermoelements at the

compositions OY, 5Y, and 15Y were fabricated. Firstly, powder compacts were made by cold pressing

approximately 3 g of powders in a uniaxial die press in air. Powders were compressed in a tool steel

die of 13 mm bore diameter, under a pressure of 465±20 MPa. The resultant compacts were then

sintered under high purity flowing Argon for 3 hours at 400 C. Following sintering, samples were

polished and metallic contacts were sputtered into the sample for electrical contacts. From the disk

shaped sample, cuboids of dimensions 2 x 2 x 3 mm were cut for measurement of thermal

conductivity and seebeck coefficient, while an elongated sample of dimensions 1 x 2 x 12 mm was cut
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for electrical resistivity. Transport measurements were made using a Physical Properties Measurement

System (PPMS) from Quantum Design in the range 5-350 K.

The temperature dependence of the transport properties is shown in Fig. 6.14. The thermal

conductivity (a) shows a decreasing trend with increasing Y20 3 content, with the 15Y sample showing

between 25% and 50% the thermal conductivity of the pure compound depending on the temperature.

All samples exhibit a negative seebeck coefficient (b), corresponding to n-type behaviour. Both

composite materials show enhanced seebeck coefficient almost double that of the pure compound.

The electrical resistivity (c) increases dramatically with increasing Y20 3 content; with a resistivity of

14, 44, and 162 pQ-m for the 0, 5, and 15 Y samples at 300 K. Combining these parameters, via Eq.

1.1, ZT is enhanced relative to the pure compound in the 5Y sample, but diminished in the 15 Y

sample, with maximum ZTs of 0.34 and 0.12 respectively.

The beneficial decrease in thermal and of the composite materials can be explained via two additional

scattering mechanisms provided by the particles; firstly from the high area density of grain

boundaries, and secondly the inclusion particles themselves. This result is at first unintuitive, since the

Y20 3 phase has a bulk thermal conductivity of about 27 W/m-K at room temperature, which is more

an order of magnitude greater than Bi2Te3 . This benefit however is somewhat offset by the decrease in

electrical resistivity, which can again be attributed to increased scattering sites. Electrical resistivity is

also expected to be decreased by the presence of Y2 0 3 since it has a resistivity on the order of 108 Q

m, which is almost 13 orders of magnitude greater than the Bi2 Te3 phase. The increase in seebeck

coefficient can be explained via an increase in structural defects which act as electron donor sites in

Bi2 Te3.

The overall increase in ZT for the 5Y sample over the pure compound - which is observed over the

entire measured temperature range - is encouraging; and indicates that inert second phase doping

could be an effective strategy for enhancing ZT in these materials. However, more detailed study is

required in order to optimise the transport properties in this system. For example, we envisage that the

peak ZT will occur at some intermediate concentration of Y20 3 particles between 0 and 5 wt. %. In

addition, optimization would require - among other things - careful tuning of the particle size, host

matrix'composition, and sintering operation.
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Fig. 6.14 Temperature dependence of: (a) thermal conductivity; (b) seebeck coefficient;
(c) electrical resistivity; and (d) ZT of the pure compound as compared with the 5 and

15 wt. % composites

6.5.3 Alternative route to nanoparticle synthesis

Although the Y20 3 particles used in this study may provide enhanced properties, they are expensive to

manufacture. Typically, synthesis requires many complicated and time intensive steps. For example,

the sol-gel method involves: (i) mixing of chemical precursors, typically metal salts; (ii) precipitation

to form a gel; (iii) rinsing gel to remove salts (iv) drying to obtain powders; (v) calcination of powders

and; (vi) grinding or some other process operations [219]. These steps are prohibitively costly on an

industrial scale, and commercial production of oxide dispersions in mechanically alloyed materials -

such as Ni, Fe, and Al alloys - is typical achieved via in-situ oxidation [19].
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To validate the concept of efficient production of oxide particles on an industrial scale, Bi2Te 3 - Y20 3

composites were made via in-situ internal oxidation. Fig. 6.12 shows the structural evolution during

this procedure for a 15Y sample. Firstly, the intermetallic Bi2Te 3 was made by milling Bi + Te

powders for 4 hours. Next, Y powders were added to the mixture, forming a composite of Bi 2 Te(I.x)

and YTe2 after a further 4 hours of milling. Finally, a small amount of water was added to the vial,

which results in the formation of Y2 0 3 particles in-situ, and a return to stoichiometry in the Bi2Te 3

phase.

Timeline
* All peaks Bi2Te3 unless noted (hrs)

* Y-Te 0 (start
SY23 Bi+Te)

pure
Bi2Te,

B6 -4 (add Y)

8 (add
H20)

+4 hrs

12

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Position [*2 theta]

Fig. 6.15 The structural evolution during the formation of Yttria particles in-situ. After
formation of the compound Bi 2Te3 (4 hours) Yttrium metal is added which eventually
forms the Y2Te compound (8 hours). H20 is then added, leading to the formation of

Y20 3 particles (12 hours).

The stability of the 15Y powders is compared in Fig. 6.16 to material made via the in-situ particle

formation technique at the same nominal chemistry. The grain size, microstrain and lattice c/a ratio is

reported in the upper, middle and lower panels. The grain size of the in-situ material shows improved

thermal stability as displayed by a grain size of 56 nm when annealed at 530 C, compared to 115 nm

for the conventional 15Y powders. However the lattice is highly distorted in the as-milled condition -

as seen from the very low c/a ratio - which is likely due to remaining 0 and Y impurity atoms in the

lattice. Upon annealing the lattice parameters return to the literature value of pure Bi 2Te3.
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Fig. 6.16 The stability of in-situ oxidised composite is compared to the stability of the
conventional composite, for a nominal Y 20 3 content of 15 wt. %. The grain size (upper

panel) microstrain (middle panel) and c/a ratio (lower panel) are shown.

The improved thermal stability of the in-situ alloy is probably due to the smaller particle size that

results. The estimated mean grain size from XRD analysis was 3 nm, in comparison to 20 nm in the

commercial nanoparticles. As discussed above, a smaller average particle size results in a larger Zener

pinning force and thus a smaller equilibrium grain size for a given volume fraction and annealing

treatment. This synthesis technique therefore offers a promising route for the fabrication of oxide

dispersed nanocrystalline thermoelectric materials.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter the effect of a dispersion of Y20 3 particles on the microstructural stability of Bi 2Te3

was investigated. The effect of particles compared to the pure compound was shown to transition

from acceleration of grain growth, to inhibition of grain growth as the annealing temperature

increased.

The enlarged grain size at low temperatures is explained on the basis of particle-stimulated nucleation

of recrystallization occurring around the largest second phase particles. By considering the competing

driving forces for boundary migration in the case of the pure compound and composite materials, the

transition from particle-accelerated growth to particle-inhibited growth could be predicted, and as a

result, the effect of various microstructural parameters on the transition grain size were examined.
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As well as inhibiting grain growth, the particles also imparted higher compact densities and enhanced

transport properties. While the induced porosity decreased monotonically with increasing particle

volume fraction, ZT was enhanced at small volume fractions, but when the concentration was too

high ZT was degraded due to the poor electrical conductivity of Y20 3. Thus ZT is envisaged to peak

at some intermediate composition. Finally, in-situ formation was shown to be a viable route towards

for preparation of Y20 3 nanoparticles, and could also impart improved thermal stability.

The findings of this work are promising from an engineering perspective; the enhanced stability and

thermoelectric performance of the composite materials suggests that optimisation of the material

system could be an advantageous route towards materials with higher ZT.
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Chapter 7. Overview and future work

Thermoelectric materials are endowed with improved performance when processed into a

nanocrystalline state. However nanomaterial instability presents intrinsic difficulties in both

processing fine nanocrystalline structures and retaining them during device operation. This challenge

has been addressed by studying the structural evolution during mechanical alloying and consolidation

of a front-running low temperature thermoelectric material, Bismuth Telluride. During mechanical

alloying, anomalous experimental trends were discovered due to the unique thermal and

thermodynamic properties of the compound, offering new insights into processing science, and

engineering guidance for microstructural optimization. During heat treatment, grain growth and

porosity evolution were quantified, resulting in a thermal budget for the nanocrystalline compound.

Based on this improved understanding in processing and stability, a strategy is developed for

processing materials with enhanced thermal stability and transport properties using inert second phase

particles.

7.1 Particle-wise combustion

In chapter 2, the mechanism of intermetallic formation from the elemental constituents was studied.

The reaction was shown to occur more than an order of magnitude faster than conventional material

systems, which was quantified on the scale of individual impacts as well as the entire powder charge.

Based on these observations a new mechanochemical mechanism of mixing is proposed, which is

based on a particle-wise combustion reaction that is ignited by via local melting of Bi. The

mechanistic discovery in the Bi-Te system more broadly offers conclusive evidence of the operation

of thermal effects during mechanical alloying, and gives greater insight to the mixing process, in

which the common understanding is that mixing can only occur by diffusive means or via combustion

on a global scale.

Future work: The new mechanistic insights developed here offer further opportunities to study the

specifics of the mixing process, but also other mechanochemical processes. In the Bi-Te system, it is

not at present clear what controls the quantity of intermetallic formation during a collision, and by

extension whether there is a critical amount of deformation below which formation is prevented.

Further study in these areas could give insight into this unique reaction. Furthermore, in other systems

undergoing mechanochemical processes it would be interesting to understand what other elements

could undergo local melting. A wider study of similarly volatile functional compounds based on Pb,

Sn, Se, and Cd could offer further clarification on the role of molten phases during MA. Furthermore,

the technique developed for the observation of critically loaded regions could be extended to other
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material systems with experimentally accessible rate constants. For example, Co undergoes a

mechanically induced HCP to FCC phase transformation.

7.2 Anomalous grain refinement trends

Grain refinement of the intermetallic during further mechanical treatment was studied in chapter 3.

The process variable space was systematically explored, with respect to variations in the final grain

size and other structural disorder. An unusual positive trend between the milling energy and the final

grain size was found, which can be explained by the unusual properties of BiTe. By considering the

balance between recovery and refinement during milling, the anomalous impact energy dependence is

explained on the basis of the adiabatic heat produced during a collision remaining localized in the

region of deformation, promoting localized defect loss through annealing. This work provides

engineering guidelines for optimizing the processing of these materials to achieve the finest grain

sizes, which are attractive from the device-efficiency point of view.

Future work: Despite the advancements processing-structure understanding, the relationship between

deformation rates and recovery is not an area that well understood; current steady-state grain size

models assume that the overall strain rate is limited by material properties but the result of this study

questions this assumption. Inclusion of such variability, which will come from a mechanistic

understanding of the rate limiting processes, may lead to improved models for the nanostructure that

evolves upon milling. Such models will also rely on high-quality data; systematic mechanical-milling

studies of some more common low-melting point materials are needed.

7.3 Grain growth kinetics

In chapter 4, the grain growth kinetics of a fine-grained alloy was studied via a combination of

experimental techniques. Two regimes of grain growth emerged: a low temperature regime where

growth is dominated by recovery of defects and grain boundary relaxation, followed by a high

temperature regime where growth is governed by conventional long range diffusive mechanisms.

Using the quantified grain growth constants, a nanocrystalline thermal budget was developed in order

to guide consolidation and device operation for these materials.

Future work: The abnormally high grain growth exponent that was measured is characteristic of

studies on other nanocrystalline materials. This either indicates a non-linear relationship between the

driving force and the rate of grain size increase, or some variability of driving force. At present, the

rate of boundary migration in Bi2 Te3 is poorly understood; a better understanding of the effect of

driving force on the rate of migration in these materials is therefore needed.
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7.4 Solid state foaming

In chapter 5, a further mechanism of nanocrystalline evolution is uncovered in Bi 2Te 3 - these

materials are shown to undergo a spontaneous solid state foaming reaction, which is driven by

compound phase separation. By studying the kinetics of porosity evolution, the primary driving force

for porosity evolution is revealed. This mechanism is expected to account for many anomalously high

reports of porosity evolution in other functional chalcogenide compounds, but until now has not been

studied in detail. The understanding developed sets the time-temperature guidelines for use of these

materials in high temperature environments, while the mechanistic understanding offers unique

insight towards engineering materials more resistant to foaming.

Future work: Pore evolution seems to be common to many metal-chalcogenide functional compounds

when processed far from equilibrium, therefore a systematic study across a range of these materials

could be beneficial. Such a study could benefit not only the thermoelectric community but also

researchers using these compounds for their ferroelectric, superconductive, and phase-change

properties. Better insight to the mechanisms driving foaming could provide engineering guidelines for

these materials, and strategies for its prevention.

7.5 Inert phase fillers

Based on the understanding developed in the previous sections, chapter 6 investigated a new strategy

for enhanced thermal stability of nanocrystalline thermoelectric materials - by use of second phase

particles. These additions are shown to impart improved resistance to both grain growth and foaming.

The recovery and grain growth process is studied in detail at each stage of the annealing process. As a

result, several recommendations can be made for the use of inert phase fillers in thermoelectric

compounds.

Future work: Materials with inert phase fillers have demonstrated improved stability; however the

system was not optimized with respect to volume fraction of second phase particles. Such an

optimization is the current materials system would be a good starting point. Secondly, by

incorporating second phase particles into ternary systems such as (Bi-Sb) 2Te3 - with enhanced

processing techniques such as Spark-Plasma-Sintering - it is possible that an impressive ZT could be

demonstrated.
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Appendix A: Chemical information on powders

Chemical analysis given by the supplier is given here. Starting powders of Tellurium and Bismuth

were sourced from Alpha Aesar. The following information was provided in the certificate of

analysis:

Tellurium powder, -200 mesh, 99.5% (metals basis)

Product No 10605

Lot No E21Y021

Se 68

Bi 19

Cu 18

Na 10

Pb 9.4

Ni 4.7

S 4

Fe 2.3

As 1.6

Si <1

Al 0.5

Mg <0.1

(all values in ppm)

Bismuth powder, -325 mesh, 99.5% (metals basis)

Product No 10111

Lot No B13Y041

Bi 99.99+%

Ag >10 ppm

Apparent density 3.53 g/cm 3

Sieve analysis:

+200 mesh Trace

-200+325 mesh 1 %

-325 mesh 99%
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Appendix B: Terminology and impact energy evaluation

Here we develop the methodology for evaluating the energy consumption of milling under different

conditions. This allows comparative investigation in different milling devices. Under the assumption

that each collision is purely inelastic, we define the impact energy (E) specific milling intensity (I,,,)

and specific milling dose (D,,) by:

E() = m, v2 [B.1]
2

Im(W/g) = NE/mp = 'NCRV2 [B.2]

Dm(//g) = NEt/mp = {NtCRvr2 [B.3]

Where mh is the ball mass, and v,. is the media velocity and can be obtained experimentally using the

time lag method [30] or through the amount of heat released using the calorimetric method [130]

under the assumption that most plastic work is dissipated as heat [174]. N is the number of hits per

second, t is the milling time, mp is the mass of the powder, and CR is the charge ratio, i.e., ratio of total

powder mass to total ball mass.

In the calorimetric method, the collision energy can be determined accurately from the temperature

rise of the vial, so long as the vial is well insulated, and the milling time is small compared to the

mean lifetime of temperature loss. This procedure was employed to calculate the energy consumption

of the SPEX 8000 mill under a variety of milling frequencies. Although the dynamics of this mill

have been measured quantitatively using a single milling ball by Delogu et al. [30], we used multiple

milling balls in the present experiments. While this reduces processing time, it also necessitates

independent verification of the energy consumption.

The rate of energy dissipation plotted as a function of milling frequency is plotted in Fig. B.1, where

the corresponding rate of temperature rise shown in the upper left-hand corner of the figure. Total

energy dissipation is calculated by estimating the vial heat capacity to be 419 J/K. This is then

normalized per unit mass of milling media, to allow comparison between this study (approximately 50

g of balls) to the results of velocity measurements made on a single 12 g ball [30]. Good agreement is

found between the two techniques, suggesting that collisions under many ball conditions are mainly

inelastic. We note that in both cases the energy evolved per collision is linearly related to the square

of the milling frequency. The result is that we can express the impact energy as:
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E = DON 2 m 

[Where Do is a constant found to be 50 ± 2 pji-s 2 -g' under the conditions used. This allows the milling
dose to be expressed in terms of the experimentally varied parameters:

Dm(//g) = DON 3t

0Y)

C
0

CL
E

C0

0.02|

0.01 I

0L
0 1000 2000

N 2, (Hz2)

Fig. B.A - Calibration of milling apparatus using the calorimetric method. The inset
shows the temperature rise during a calorimetric run at various milling frequencies,

from which the slope of the line gives the energy consumption. These values are plotted
in the main figure as a function of milling frequency squared, and compared to Delogu

et al. 12201.
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Appendix C: Comparison of grain size measurement techniques

We now compare the grain size estimations from x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements with those

from stereological transmission electron microscopy (TEM). For determination of grain size via XRD,
a pseudo-Voight profile function was used, from which the crystallite size is estimated as

d = ( (wi-Wstd)O.s [C-l]

where ) is the wavelength of incident radiation, Wi is the order independent broadening parameter for

the sample being measured, and Wstd is the corresponding broadening of an instrumental standard

with large grain size. For all samples in this study a NIST LaB6 sample was used. The variance of the

grain size measurement - which is a measure of the mean error - can be estimate from:

/(d) = 24(Wi Wstd) 3
1 [U 2 (W) + Y2RSOd)] [C.2]

where G2(Wi) and G2(Wstd) are the variance of the sample and instrumental standard respectively. At

small grain sizes (d<100 nm) the sample broadening, Wi, is very large in comparison to WStd, and

&2(Wi) is small, therefore &2(d) can be neglected. However as the grain size increases, U2(d) becomes

non-negligible for two reasons. Firstly Wi, becomes comparable to WStd, and secondly &Y(Wi) becomes

large.

300 0 as mill, pure - 80El anneal, pure
0 anneal, composite

60

dXRD 100 0 2(d)05

(nm) 60 40 (nm)

40
20

20
200

20 40 60 80100 300
dTEM (nm)

Fig. C.1 - Comparison of grain size measurements as measured via XRD and TEM.
Good agreement is shown between the two techniques at small grain size, however

above 100 nm XRD tends to underestimate grain size.
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Fig. C.1 plots the grain size as determined by TEM, dTEM, on the x-axis vs the grain size as

determined via XRD, dxlzl, of the primary y-axis, for all samples in this study. The line dEM~dXRD is

drawn for comparison. On the secondary y-axis, the square root of the variance is plotted, which is a

measure of the mean error in d - as calculated using Eq. C.2. The plot reveals good agreement

between XRD and TEM for samples below d=100 nm. However above this, XRD tends to

overestimate d. This trend is mirrored by the monotonically increasing variance with increasing grain

size, which increases from negligibly small values at the smallest grain sizes to approximately 65 nm

at the largest grain size.
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